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Science is a way of thinking
much more than it is a body of knowledge.

— Carl Sagan





A B S T R A C T

Magma ocean is a crucial stage in the build-up of terrestrial planets.
Its solidification and the accompanying outgassing of volatiles set the
conditions for important processes that occur later or even simultane-
ously, such as solid state mantle convection and atmospheric escape.

In order to constrain the duration of a global scale magma ocean
on Earth I have built and applied a 1D interior model coupled alter-
natively with either a grey H2O/CO2 atmosphere or with a pure H2O
atmosphere treated with a line-by-line radiative transfer approach.

This study examines the effects of several factors affecting the magma
ocean lifetime, such as the initial abundance of H2O and CO2, the
convection regime, the viscosity, the mantle’s melting temperature,
and the longwave radiation absorption from the atmosphere. In this
specifically multi-variable system I assess the impact of each factor
with respect to a reference setting commonly assumed in the litera-
ture. This setting is intended to be a benchmark and it is deliberately
kept low in complexity. Such approach helps emphasize the potential
role of each additional modeled process in the solidification time.

It is found that the magma ocean stage can last from a few thou-
sand to several million years for a rocky planet of terrestrial size
and composition. By coupling the interior model with the line-by-
line radiative transfer treatment in the atmosphere, I identify the con-
ditions that determine whether the planet experiences a transient
magma ocean or it ceases to cool and maintains a magma ocean,
conditional on the assumption that atmospheric mass is conserved.
I find a dependence of this distinction simultaneously on the mass
of outgassed H2O atmosphere and on the magma ocean surface melt-
ing temperature. The present work discusses their combined impact
on the magma ocean lifetime in addition to the known dependence
on albedo, orbital distance and stellar luminosity and notes observa-
tional degeneracies that arise thereby for target exoplanets. A poten-
tial magma ocean case for Venus and Mars is shortly discussed and
is put in perspective with the study findings.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Der Magma-Ozean ist eine entscheidende Phase beim Aufbau von
terrestrischen Planeten. Seine Verfestigung und die damit einherge-
hende Ausgasung flüchtiger Stoffe schaffen die Voraussetzungen für
wichtige Prozesse, die später oder sogar gleichzeitig ablaufen, wie
die Konvektion des Festkörpermantels und das Entweichen der At-
mosphäre. Um die Dauer eines Magma-Ozeans im globalen Maßstab
auf der Erde einzuschränken, habe ich ein 1D-Modell des Inneren
erstellt und angewendet, das wahlweise mit einer grauen H2O/CO2-
Atmosphäre oder mit einer reinen H2O-Atmosphäre gekoppelt ist,
die mit einem Spektralrechnungs-Ansatz behandelt wurde.

Diese Studie untersucht die Auswirkungen verschiedener Faktoren,
die die Lebensdauer des Magma-Ozeans beeinflussen, wie etwa die
anfängliche Häufigkeit von H2O und CO2, das Konvektionsregime,
die Viskosität, die Schmelztemperatur des Mantels und die Absorp-
tion langwelliger Strahlung aus der Atmosphäre. In diesem spezifi-
schen multivariablen System bewerte ich die Auswirkung jedes Fak-
tors im Hinblick auf eine in der Literatur allgemein angenommene
Referenzkonfiguration. Diese Konfiguration soll als Richtwert dienen
und ist bewusst wenig komplex gehalten. Ein solcher Ansatz hilft da-
bei, die potenzielle Rolle jedes zusätzlich modellierten Prozesses in
der Erstarrungszeit hervorzuheben.

Es wurde festgestellt, dass die Magma-Ozean-Phase für einen felsi-
gen Planeten von irdischer Größe und Zusammensetzung einige tau-
send bis mehrere Millionen Jahre dauern kann. Indem ich das Modell
des Inneren mit dem Spektralrechnungs-Verfahren in der Atmosphä-
re verbinde, identifiziere ich die Bedingungen, die bestimmen, ob
der Planet einem vorübergehenden Magma-Ozean ausgesetzt ist oder
aufgehört hat abzukühlen und einen Magma-Ozean beibehält – unter
der Annahme, dass atmosphärische Masse erhalten bleibt. Ich stelle
eine Abhängigkeit dieser Unterscheidung gleichzeitig von der Mas-
se der ausgegasten H2O-Atmosphäre und von der Schmelztempera-
tur der Magma-Ozean-Oberfläche fest. Die vorliegende Arbeit disku-
tiert den gemeinsamen Einfluss von beidem auf die Lebensdauer des
Magma-Ozeans zusätzlich zu den bekannten Abhängigkeiten von Al-
bedo, Umlaufdistanz und Sternhelligkeit und stellt Beobachtungs-
Entartungen fest, die dadurch für Ziel-Exoplaneten entstehen. Ein
möglicher Magma-Ozean-Fall wird kurz für Venus und Mars disku-
tiert und mit den Ergebnissen der Untersuchung in Beziehung ge-
setzt.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The period of the magma ocean (MO) is a transient stage early in the
accretion of rocky, also known as terrestrial, planets. With the term What is a magma

ocean“magma ocean” one refers to an extensively molten silicate mantle
and the geodynamical conditions associated with it. As of today the
accretionary magma ocean state has two traits: it is a system both
unobserved and with computationally incalculable dynamics. In par-
ticular, its numerical representation has not yet been explicitly com-
puted because the demands for resolving this fluid dynamical regime
exceed the contemporary calculation capability. It is hoped that future
astronomical missions will remediate the first issue by extending the
range of exoplanet observations and eventually capture that stage. In
this work I treat the second issue by employing parameterizations
that numerically represent the MO dynamics and thermal evolution.
Resolving the thermal evolution and the accompanying degassing of
that stage is the aim of this study.

1.1 planet formation

In order to understand the magma ocean origin it is vital to provide
an overview of the planetary formation setting.

Planets are assumed to originate from disturbances of the circum-
stellar disk that is composed of gas and dust at uniform initial distri-
bution in a flattened structure (Safronov, 1972). The circumstellar disk Circumstellar disks

outside our solar
system

is alternatively called accretion disk because it loses mass and mo-
mentum to the gravitational potential well of the host star (D’Alessio
et al., 2004). Astronomical observations of young accretion discs in
our galaxy have been gathered through the SPHERE (ESO) instru-
ment (Boer et al., 2016) and they reveal a range of possible dynamical
configurations (Garufi et al., 2017). Within those, giant gaseous ex-
oplanets form simultaneously to the evolving host star. Any rocky
silicate planet is difficult to be detected within this environment due
to the scattering of stellar light from the dust that is suspended in the
gas (Klahr et al., 2006).

Motivated by the recent discovery of exoplanets, the fields of astron-
omy, astrophysics and planetary physics gradually converge (Tasker
et al., 2017). As a result, the views on planet formation have been
expanded by introduction of otherwise long-standing facts known to
accompany stellar formation. One such example is the consideration
of stellar evolution simultaneously to the planetary formation. The
star’s activity is also crucial to the disk characteristics because its radi-
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2 introduction

ation affects the radial temperature distribution. In addition, the pho-Uncertain dynamics
in the early

circumstellar
gas/dust disk

tochemical and magnetohydrodynamic interactions between star and
disk affect the radial distribution of chemical compounds (Klahr et
al., 2006). Moreover, the expected mass of the final planetary system
is low compared to that of the host star. This suggests that efficient
mass loss processes take place in the disk during its evolution (Klahr
et al., 2006). Those dynamics are far from being understood (Nayak-
shin, 2011; Humphries et al., 2018) and constitute another astronom-
ical observation that affects planetary formation views. In that light,
the hypothesis of disk uniformity at the start of planetary accretion is
gradually abandoned for more complex models (Haghighipour et al.,
2016; Drążkowska et al., 2017; Unterborn et al., 2018).

The early effect of the star on planetary energy budget has not
been quantified due to unresolved energetics and dynamics of its
evolution at the pre-main sequence stage. Once that is reached for
a G type star, thermal energy is generated at its core by fusion of H
into He. Traits of a pre-main sequence star are the transfer of angularPre-main sequence

and main sequence
stellar role

momentum away from the star into the disk (Klahr et al., 2006) and
high intensity XUV/EUV emission (Güdel, 1997; Johnstone et al., 2018).
The steady flux of XUV is also suggested to generate aminoacids, cru-
cial for the development of pre-biotic chemistry (Airapetian et al.,
2017), and is potentially important for explaining the emergence of
life on a planet. Despite those advances, the uncertainty in the stel-
lar background that is contemporary to the MO remains high. At the
beginning of Sun’s main sequence, the lower luminosity compared
to today’s level, known as “faint young Sun” (Feulner, 2012), is one
of the few hypotheses that is widely accepted. The reason is that the
main sequence is a well studied stage of stellar evolution.

The initial composition of the gas and dust disk remains unknown.
It is expected to reflect the chemistry of the host star. However, the
bulk planetary composition of Earth is depleted with respect to the
solar abundances of Si and Fe by up to 20% (H. S. Wang et al., 2019).
This implies that the composition of the resulting planets cannot bePlanetary system

formation upon
condensation of the

Calcium
Aluminum-rich

inclusions

explained by in situ formation of each planet from the solar compo-
sition alone (Dorn et al., 2017). Since astronomical observations in
T-Tauri circumstellar disks have high uncertainty in the mid-plane
and lower uncertainty at the disk rims, initial disk temperature, com-
position and total mass are not yet constrained, as well as the gas to
dust ratio. This has direct consequences in the propagation of radi-
ation and introduces uncertainty in the temperature distribution of
the disk. The latter is particularly important for estimating when and
at what radial distance each element condenses from the gas phase
(H. S. Wang et al., 2019). The radial distance at which the water vapor
condenses is in particular referred to as the snow line. The point in
time when the temperature drops below the sublimation temperature
of solid Calcium Aluminium-rich Inclusions (CAI), τCAI , is assumed
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to be the starting point of the planetary system (Bouvier et al., 2010).
Following that definition, the formation point in time for our solar
system is 4.566±0.002 Ga (Allègre et al., 1995; Bouvier et al., 2010).
From there onward the planet formation process ensues.

There are various theories that suggest how accretion of dust onto From dust to
protoplanetsplanetesimals initiated (Klahr et al., 2006). Ultimately, impacts be-

tween protoplanetary bodies grew the terrestrial planets to their final
masses, while the gaseous giant planets’ formation preceded them
(Morbidelli et al., 2005; Raymond et al., 2017). Especially for the case
of Earth more than one impactors are required, in order to justify its
large mass relatively to the other rocky planets (Tonks et al., 1993;
Izidoro et al., 2014; Haghighipour et al., 2016) and its relative no-
ble gas isotopic abundance (Odert et al., 2018; Lammer et al., 2018).
Numerical N-body simulations suggest a few tens up to a hundred
million years for the formation of Earth (Wetherill, 1990; Raymond
et al., 2006; Haghighipour et al., 2016).

The kinetic energy of impactors, the gravitational potential energy
released during core-mantle differentiation and the contribution of
heat from decay of short-lived radionuclides are generally thought Magma ocean stage

to occur during
planetesimal and
protoplanetary
accretion

sufficient energy sources to melt part or all of the Earth’s mantle ac-
cording to prior estimates (Coradini et al., 1983; Melosh, 1990; Tonks
et al., 1993; Rubie, 2015). Although it is supported by energetic argu-
ments during rocky planet formation it is not known when the MO

stage started. In the case of Earth, the widely accepted hypothesis for
the last impact in sequence was the Moon-forming “Theia” impactor
at 60 Myr after τCAI (Barboni et al., 2017), a Mars-size body that ex-
tensively melted Earth’s mantle (Wetherill, 1990; Canup, 2004; Sleep
et al., 2014). The fluid magma ocean environment is favorable for the
differentiation of the impacted body into core and mantle. Apart from
mass and energy delivery, the impactor sequence is also suggested to
have left a signature in the noble gas mass fractionation record due
to atmospheric escape (Odert et al., 2018; Lammer et al., 2018).

The uncertainty in accretion sequence (Izidoro et al., 2014; Haghigh-
ipour et al., 2016; Raymond et al., 2017) propagates as uncertainty in
the timing and quantity of volatile delivery during the MO phase. The
suitable combination of proportions from various meteorite popula-
tions, that matches both the chemical and isotopic signature of Earth
composition, is an issue of continuous research. Isotope geochemists Uncertainty in the

accretion dynamics
affects the initial
volatile inventory of
the planets

classify the meteorite materials according to their differentiation be-
tween primitive and evolved compositions. It is suggested that lower
Earth’s isotopic composition is closer to that of enstantite chondrites
(Javoy et al., 2010; Dauphas, 2017) which are poor in volatiles. Water-
rich carbonaceous chondrites are suggested to contribute 10–15% of
mass early in the planetary accretion (Braukmüller et al., 2019). A
late (3.8 Ga) heavy bombardment (LHB) hypothesis of water-rich im-
pactors was suggested to explain the differences of bulk Earth compo-
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sition with meteorite populations (Fischer-Gödde et al., 2017). Orig-
inal ideas for orbital dynamics of the solar system have been intro-
duced to reproduce this event, such as the Nice model (Morbidelli
et al., 2005; Tsiganis et al., 2005) which assumes the Grand Tack sce-
nario to serve as initial condition. This scenario requires an inward
migration of gas planet Jupiter and Saturn that disturbed the orbital
stability of wet impactors beyond the snow line. This caused them to
migrate inwards and deliver volatiles to the inner solar system plan-
ets. However, the mere presence of giant planet Jupiter is sufficient to
destabilize planetesimals that orbit beyond the snow line (Raymond
et al., 2017) and renders the Grand Tack scenario a possibly unneces-
sary dynamical complication (Izidoro et al., 2014; Haghighipour et al.,
2016).

For the case of water, the hypotheses in literature range from the
conservative estimate of the currently observable one ocean reservoir
(Lebrun et al., 2013; Hamano et al., 2013) up to 10-fold ocean water
worth stored in the deep mantle (Hirschmann, 2006; Hirschmann etUncertainty for the

initial Earth H2O
inventory

al., 2009, 2012; Hallis et al., 2015; Tschauner et al., 2018). Data from the
Rosetta mission (Altwegg et al., 2015) reveal that only 1% of the ocean
and atmosphere water is compatible with cometary origin. Moreover,
the LHB does not remediate the lack of volatiles in the rocky planets
as it likely originates from the inner solar system (Fischer-Gödde et
al., 2017) which is drier than the outer part. Due to the above uncer-
tainties, the delivery of water in planets remains an unresolved issue.

Similar uncertainty holds for the amount of CO2 inventory. The
low solubility of CO2 in silicate melts indicates that its delivery is not
straightforward. Chemical conditions have to be taken into consider-
ation for the form in which carbon was delivered. On modern Earth’sUncertainty for the

initial Earth CO2
inventory

observable reservoir the majority resides in carbonates in the oceanic
crust (Ingersoll, 2013) and a minor portion in the atmosphere. A large
portion of Earth’s carbon is assumed to exist in the core (Dasgupta
et al., 2010) where FeC alloys could be used to explain core seismic-
ity (Chen et al., 2018). Part of the oxygen could also reside atop the
core-mantle boundary CMB in the form of silicate oxides (Hirose et al.,
2017).

For the chemically inert noble gases such as Ar, He and Ne (Olson
et al., 2018) ingassing into the magma ocean is expected to occur, due
to ambient pressure of the enveloping protoplanetary nebula. Such
process follows Henry’s law. Based on observations, the nebula is
assumed to dissipate after 10 Myr (Mamajek, 2009). Therefore thePhysical and

chemical processes
that affect volatile

content in the
magma ocean

ingassing occurs on planetary cores that were completed within this
time frame. Mars could have been formed within that period (Hansen,
2009), while Earth requires ∼ 60–100 Myr (Wetherill, 1990; Raymond
et al., 2006) when such process becomes irrelevant. The dissolution
of chemically reactant volatile species into ions in the silicate melt
is more difficult to estimate. That is because a solution constitutes
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a chemical process and is characterized by a reaction constant that
depends on the oxidation state (Schaefer et al., 2010). Such process
follows solubility functions that are experimentally defined for sili-
cate melts (e.g. Caroll et al., 1994; Pan et al., 1991). Moreover, there
is ongoing debate as to whether the net contribution of volatile mass
from the competing effects of impactor-induced atmospheric escape
and impactor mass delivery is positive (Ruedas, 2017; Lammer et al.,
2018; Sakuraba et al., 2019) or negative (Massol et al., 2016; Ikoma
et al., 2018) for the volatile inventory of the target planet.

Because of all the aforementioned uncertainties, the volatile inven-
tories are assumed as parameters in the magma ocean modeling stud-
ies (Elkins-Tanton, 2008, 2012; Lebrun et al., 2013; Salvador et al.,
2017; Hamano et al., 2013, 2015; Massol et al., 2016; Bower et al., 2018;
Ikoma et al., 2018).

It would be a very helpful constraint to have the timing of the first
solid surface on Earth. The mineral which comes up more often in
the literature of oldest samples on Earth is the zircon. Zircon is a sil-
icate mineral with resistance to weathering. Its low diffusivity rate Oldest geological

sample on Earth at
4.4 Ga

of oxygen makes it suitable to study oxygen isotope abundances that
existed at the time of its formation, preserved from ambient contam-
ination. The item zircon W74/2-36, dated 4.404 ± 8 Ga, Jack Hills,
Australia is the oldest terrestrial sample found to date (Peck et al.,
2001). Younger zircons of 3.910–4.280 Ga age were found in the same
area (Mojzsis et al., 2001).

Zircon saturation temperatures have been calculated to determine
the temperature at which the parent magma began to crystallize it.
For this mineral phase, the saturation temperatures of sanukitoids
range within 700–800

◦C (King et al., 1998; Watson et al., 2005).
Since the Hadean (4.6–4.0 Ga) Earth was intensively bombarded,

impact features are expected to be common, but those zircons have
not been affected by shock metamorphism (Peck et al., 2001). None
of the Jack Hills zircons older than 4 Gyrs exhibit shock lamellae or
other crystallographic features characteristic of shock metamorphism
(e.g. Berg et al., 1985).

Since they lack signs of shock metamorphism they are representa-
tive of the local planetary conditions at the time. It is unclear if the
pressure conditions at which the zircon enrichment of δ18O occured
can be derived from the samples. From the Rare Earth Elements (REE)
abundances one can constrain the origin (magmatic or hydrothermal)
and the age, but not the depth at which this occurred. “Surface” or
“near surface” conditions, are assumed (Peck et al., 2001; Mojzsis et
al., 2001) with the surface being implicitly defined as a known stan-
dard, but not quantified. One interpretation of the findings suggests
water ocean at the surface (Valley et al., 2002). In particular, the Oxy-
gen isotopic fractionation value is attributed to liquid water that ef-
ficiently hydrated the crust (Mojzsis et al., 2001). However the U/Pb
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clock has been erased due to Pb removal, and this should not have
occurred if water was acting as a passive solvent according to Hoskin
(2005). Another hypothesis is that crust, that has interacted with wa-
ter and was then geodynamically reprocessed (Bell et al., 2014), did
enrich the melt from which the zircon later precipitated (Mojzsis et
al., 2001).

In overview, the zircons’ analysis indicates wet parent melt, at 973–
1073 K (King et al., 1998; Watson et al., 2005) located at or near the
surface. This zircon precipitation is not a product of passive water
solvent-silicate mineral interaction. No large scale surface water vol-
ume, but rather ephemeral water of volume significant compared to
the specific volume of the zircon parent melt, is sufficient to interprete
the 4.27 Ga zircon hydrous alteration (Hoskin, 2005). Those formation
conditions date within 300 Myr from the beginning of the solar sys-
tem, are not direct observables of impacts and likely postdate any
episodes of terrestrial magma ocean that occurred during the first
100–300 Myr post τCAI time, including the moon forming large scale
melting at 60 Myr (Barboni et al., 2017). Therefore, they indicate that
some solid surface had been formed by that time and that the lo-
cal parent melt was rich in water content. Modeling of the MO stage
evolution is necessary to help assess which processes lead to those
conditions.

The next available samples are dated at 3.8 Ga (Archean era) (Kröner,
1985; Wetherill, 1990) and additional constraints on the surface pres-
sure conditions are derived from 2.7 Ga (Archean era) samples (Ueno
et al., 2009; Endo et al., 2016). This reveals a period of stagnation in
observations that is only addressable through modeling. Initial condi-
tions to those models can be provided by the latest thermal evolution
of the magma ocean stage.

1.2 magma ocean modeling legacy

A mixture of theoretically predicted properties along with proxy con-
ditions found on modern Earth are used in order to describe the MO

stage in numerical simulations. As seen above, a lot of its parameters
such as the volatile inventory of the planet and composition consist
assumptions with high uncertainty. The theoretical work of Abe et al.Modeling legacy

(1985, 1988), Nakajima et al. (1992), and Abe (1993, 1997), Coradini
et al. (1983) and the seminal work of Solomatov et al. (1993b,a) and
Solomatov (2007) in the early 80s–90s set the ground for describing
the system’s thermal evolution by implementing secular cooling and
parametrized dynamics. The thermal blanketing of the atmosphere
was also considered. Those foundations are ubiquitus in posterior MO

studies (Elkins-Tanton, 2008; Lebrun et al., 2013; Monteux et al., 2016;
Salvador et al., 2017; Hier-Majumder et al., 2017; Bower et al., 2018;
Unterborn et al., 2018; Miyazaki et al., 2019a,b). The later works of
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Elkins-Tanton (2008, 2012) and Lebrun et al. (2013) have enriched the
pool of modeling approaches by adapting the prior works into simple
and comprehensive computational tools, while including additional
physical aspects of the system. Such is the parameterized crystalliza-
tion sequence of minerals in the mantle (Elkins-Tanton, 2012) and
the coupling with a k-correlated radiation absorption model (Marcq,
2012; Lebrun et al., 2013) that improved the thermal response of the
atmosphere to the MO exsolved heat. The works of Hamano et al.
(2013), Marcq (2012), Lupu et al. (2014), Wordsworth et al. (2013b),
and Schaefer et al. (2016) that followed, further elaborated the role of
the atmospheric component. Expanding on the findings of previous
models, they provided crucial information on the vapor saturated at-
mosphere radiative response. Hamano et al. (2013) first associated the
runaway greenhouse atmospheric phenomenon with the MO evolu-
tion path and the solar luminosity evolution. Especially Wordsworth
et al. (2013b, 2018) paradigms further constrained the atmospheric
radiative effects. The latter mainly brought expertise from the Earth
climate modeling which is the most mature among planetary climates
due to the wealth of ground truth/in situ and remote observations,
followed by the Mars climate modeling (Angelats et al., 2005) that
has recently reached daily atmospheric condition predictive capabil-
ity (Rems project et al., 2013).

Recently, advances in the chemical understanding of processes that
occur at the MO pressure and temperature conditions, have been in-
troduced in the modeling treatment (Schaefer et al., 2010; Fegley et
al., 2014; Gaillard et al., 2014; Schaefer et al., 2017). There, the evo-
lution of chemical properties (fugacity, volatile solubility) between
atmosphere-melt is resolved for a wealth of gas species assuming
quasi-static chemical equilibrium. Deguen et al. (2014) and Boukaré et
al. (2015) examined the chemical interactions and mineral formation
during differentiation into mantle and core. Two-phase flow model-
ing was introduced by Boukaré et al. (2017), Bower et al. (2018), and
Miyazaki et al. (2019a,b) in order to refine the effect of phase separa-
tion on the bulk thermal properties and to resolve the percolation of
melt through the solidified mantle while accounting for compaction
of the solid matrix (Hier-Majumder et al., 2017).

Two-dimensional modeling studies (Maas et al., 2015, 2019) together
with new laboratory experiments by Shishkina et al. (2016) explore
the dynamical evolution of vigorous convective regimes similar to
those the MO is estimated to have. By approaching the estimated con-
vective regimes of the MO they provide the closest comparisons to the
predicted ultimate convection regime (Kraichnan, 1962; Grossmann
et al., 2000). The onset of solid state convection of the terrestrial solid
mantle is a precursor of plate tectonics and constitutes another im-
portant milestone in Earth evolution. Its relative timing with respect
to the magma ocean period, simultaneous or posterior, becomes a
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crucial matter. While this is a likely scenario for slowly solidifying
magma oceans, establishing whether and to what extent the solid
mantle convects during the MO early stages is beyond the scope of
this study since this would require the use of fully dynamic simula-
tions (e.g. Maurice et al., 2017; Ballmer et al., 2017).

Apart from certain studies in 2D that focus specifically on MO con-
vection dynamics in a rotating framework (Maas et al., 2015, 2019), the
remaining aforementioned processes are implemented exclusively in
1D model configurations. This has matured and technically improved
the 1D modeling. However, the physics of magma ocean remains un-
constrained and one of the reasons is lack of a benchmark that could
help systematize the technical elaboration of the problem by the re-
search community.

1.3 motivation of this study

The particularity of the MO system, as with most simulations, is that
many physical properties are not explicitly resolved and they have to
be assumed for. This is common in many problems in physics and
constitutes no deviation from the traditional scientific approach. The
difference here is that most of the properties that have to be assumed
for belong outside the range of experimental validation and do not
have astronomical observation coverage. In those cases the physical
properties of the system are retrieved from extrapolations of laws that
are confirmed in the range covered by experiments.

There is an extensive legacy of models for the MO. However, com-
paring results from the literature is not straightforward because each
magma ocean study involves many ad hoc assumptions. This is in-
evitable since different research fields focus on a specific niche of the
MO system. At the same time, the topic is becoming increasingly mul-
tidisciplinary (Tasker et al., 2017) and more of the assumptions are
being challenged.

In that setting, it is vital to revise the underlying assumptions and
their effect on the numerical simulation of MO evolution. In my thesis
I devised a model of intermediate complexity on which a hypothesis
can be easily tested, to serve that primary aim.

The presentation and analysis of results is centered around theMain research goal

question: What is the magma ocean duration? The direct goal is to es-
timate the time scale of the MO lifetime.

During thermal evolution, the volatiles that envelop the terrestrial
planets are crucial since they quantify the effect of thermal blanket-
ing that delays radiative cooling of the MO by hundreds of thousands
of years. This is a known effect but it is poorly explored in the MO

geodynamic setting. I therefore choose to set the atmosphere-interior
coupling as the minimum modeling base and for resolving the si-
multaneous volatile degassing from the interior into the atmosphere.
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Capturing the energy balance between interior and atmosphere pro-
vides the suitable background on which the thermal evolution and
the evolution of physical characteristics can be described. In this work
I also examine the effect of additional physical parameters, assump-
tions and processes and I rank them in significance according to the
control that they exert on the MO duration. Knowing their relative
significance can help guide future model development. The interme-
diate model complexity keeps the findings comprehensible and it is
introduced as a benchmark paradigm.

Through this approach, the MO duration operates as a “kaleido-
scope” of comparison to the time scales of various processes. Calcu-
lating the MO duration helps evaluate the contemporary processes on
their relevance to the planetary evolution. Such are the first hundred
Myr of stellar evolution (Tu et al., 2015; Johnstone et al., 2015, 2018),
the hydrodynamic escape processes, the frequency of impactors and
statistically estimated average time between consecutive impacts, time
of oldest known surface tCAI+160 Myr (Valley et al., 2002).

I primarily account for the key role of the outgassed atmosphere.
Moreover, I examine the specific role of each physical process and pa-
rameter included in the model and identify their effect on the thermal
evolution, with respect to a simple reference setting of parameters. To Additional research

objectivesthis end, I developed and used a 1D interior model with two alterna-
tive representations for the atmosphere: i) a grey atmosphere of H2O
and CO2, and ii) a line-by-line atmosphere of H2O only (Katyal et al.,
2019). The result is a model of coupled thermal evolution.

1.4 research questions

In this work I address the following research questions:

• Q1 What are the geodynamic characteristics of a solidifying MO

during the thermal evolution of the atmosphere-interior cou-
pled system?

• Q2 How was the secondary atmosphere formed following the
evolution of volatile outgassing from the magma ocean?

• Q3 How long does the MO last with respect to every physical
process included in the simulations?

• Q4 How does MO evolve with distance from the host star and
how is it affected by planetary composition?

• Q5 How is the magma ocean on planets other that Earth? What
are the likely MO cases for rocky planets (Venus, Mars) and exo-
planets?





2
E L E M E N T S O F T H E O RY A N D M E T H O D S

If, unwarned by my example, any man shall undertake and shall succeed,
in really constructing an engine embodying in itself

the whole of the executive department of mathematical analysis
upon different principles or by simpler mechanical means,

I have no fear of leaving my reputation in his charge,
for he alone will be fully able to appreciate

the nature of my efforts and the value of my results.

Charles Babbage (1864)

Numerical representation of the model’s processes and their accu-
racy level is better understood and appreciated with the introduction
of their theoretical foundations. Below I introduce those of energy
radiation, the convection classical paradigm, states of matter found
in the MO system, the magma ocean type studied in this work and
the lava lake terrestrial analogue that guides the MO phenomenology.
The remainder of this chapter consists of: the technical description of
each model process, the setting of a numerical experiment used in the
following as a reference and a diagram of the code flow. To aid the
reader, a list of the acronyms used throughout the study is found at
the beginning of the manuscript.

2.1 theoretical foundations and assumptions in the mo

“The 1D modeling of the MO is relatively easy because it is a theo-
retical stage that can accommodate versatile assumptions, while its
numerical representation is aided by the homogeneity assumed in
the convecting volume” (R. Wordsworth, “Environments of Terres-
trial Planets Under the Young Sun: Seeds of Biomolecules” Sellers
Exoplanet Environments Collaboration Symposium, Greenbelt MD,
USA, April 2018). While is true that most of the magma ocean aspects In a model, it is

important to know
how far we are from
the truth.

can be represented using a 1D modeling approach ignoring lateral in-
homogeneities, certain aspects of the MO theoretical conception are
not straightforward. Some phenomena are not accommodated in a
modeling approach because the available tools need to be adapted
wherever possible or new methods have to be eventually devised or
imported from other fields. I introduce those issues below, with the
aid of visual means whenever necessary.

11
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2.1.1 Bottom-up MO solidification

The primary counter-intuitive effect about the MO is that it solidifies
from its bottom upwards (Solomatov, 2007) and not from its surface
that is exposed toward cold outer space. A schematic representation
of the bottom-up solidification of the Earth magma ocean, in a spher-
ically symmetric model, is shown in Figure 2.1, redrawn after (Solo-
matov, 2007). The circles represent crystals that start forming within
the MO convecting environment. At each instant in the evolution, the
magma ocean extent identifies with the depth D within which liquid-
like convection takes place. As a result, at all times, a liquid layer
overlays a solidified one. During cooling of the system its liquid vol-
ume shrinks upwards as the so-called rheology front (dashed line),
moves from the Core Mantle Boundary (CMB) towards the surface.
The rheology front (RF) is a boundary that separates liquid-like from
solid-like fluids and develops with radial symmetry. According to
Tonks et al. (1993), This symmetry is justified by the isostatic adjust-
ment of the melt that spreads out on the surface forming a layer of
uniform depth. The technical and quantitative definition of RF is in-
troduced in Section 2.3.

Alternative views based on ab initio calculations of the thermody-
namic properties of silicate liquids, attempt to address the mantle
chemistry at depth (Stixrude et al., 2009) and contradict the MO solid-
ification from the bottom. Labrosse et al. (2007) suggest formation of
an adjacent to the mantle base, therefore “basal”, magma ocean. The
hypothesis outlines as follows: the first crystals form at a layer, mid-
depth of the convecting MO, such that liquid-like fluid is located both
below and above it. Two rheology fronts are defined at each boundary
of the solid-like layer with the neighboring domains. The rheology
fronts propagate downward (toward the CMB) and upward (toward
the surface), respectively, commencing the crystallization process at
the middle. This justification requires stability analysis of the mid-
layer of crystals in the convective flow, based on chemical and physi-
cal characteristics of the crystals and calculation of transport, and of
local mixing by quantifying local turbulent thermal and momentum
diffusivity. This issue stretches the 1D model capabilities (Laneuville
et al., 2018) and requires 2D modeling to be addressed in detail. As
of today, the most prominent hypothesis in agreement with experi-
mental data of mantle melting properties at depth is the bottom-up
solidification (Solomatov, 2007).

2.1.2 Lava lake as a MO surface analogue

The magma ocean surface cools while located on top of a vigorous
convective liquid silicate volume. The non-dimensional parameters
of the magma ocean yield boundary layer thickness that equals few
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the bottom-up solidification of the
Earth magma ocean in a spherically symmetric model redrawn
after (Solomatov, 2007). The circles represent crystals forming
from the bottom up within a convecting environment. At each in-
stant in the evolution, the magma ocean extends up to the depth
of liquid-like convecting region D. During cooling of the system
its volume shrinks as the rheology front (dashed line), moves
from the CMB towards the surface. Outgassing of the secondary
atmosphere occurs simultaneously to solidification. Diagram is
not to scale.

mm (Lebrun et al., 2013). Lebrun et al. (2013) equates this to crustal
thickness. That crust is prone to fragmentation due to the disturbing
stresses of upwelling and downwelling currents. Moreover, the crust
cannot support a significant thermal gradient between the cooling
top and the above melting point bottom across its limited mm-scale
thickness.

A resurfacing lava lake is assumed to be an analogue of the MO

surface conditions. Two snapshots of a lava lake with 15 minutes dif-
ference are recorded with a thermal camera and shown in Figure 2.2.
The mafic crust is generated at an upwelling plume at the upper right
and sinks on the lower right rim of the lake where it remelts and gets
recycled upon sinking. The pattern is indented with plates that break
under the vigor of underneath circulation while their brief flow along
the surface (20cm/sec) suggests surface renewal. Viscosity in the lava
lake is 6–7 orders of magnitude higher than the estimated viscosity of
the magma ocean, which would contribute to a more rapid circulation
in the latter, reinforcing the case for resurfacing.

2.1.3 Systems in thermal convection

Here, I separately introduce the phenomenon of thermal convection.
It is the main physical process that is parameterized in the system
and enables the coupling of atmosphere to the interior.

Every heat transfer process obeys the same thermodynamic laws
where: (i) energy is conserved in an isolated system and only trans-
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Figure 2.2: Consecutive thermal images of Halema’uma’u vent lava lake on
Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii, 2016 demonstrating rapid resurfacing
(observed plate motion 20 cm/sec, USGS). Left: lake at t0. Right:
lake at t0 + 15′. In 2018 the magmatic system depressurized, and
the lake has since drained. Image credit: USGS, Hawaian Volcano
Observatory.

forms from one form to another, (ii) entropy generation tends to reach
a maximum in an isolated system at equilibrium, (iii) at absolute zero
entropy reaches a constant minimum. The three physical mechanisms
of thermal energy transfer are conduction, convection and radiation.
To the end of satisfying thermodynamic equilibrium, each of them
develops into a different dynamical regime.

Which mechanism will take place depends on the physical proper-
ties of the means through which the heat propagates. It also depends
on its state of matter. This way, in a stellar atmosphere, convection
versus conduction are evaluated versus the Schwarzschild criterion.
According to the latter a superadiabatic temperature gradient denotes
that convection takes place. In a liquid system, such as a large water
volume located within a gravity field in hydrostatic equilibrium state
and that is heated from below, heat conduction prevails for slow heat-
ing rates (when heat dissipation is faster than momentum dissipa-
tion). Convection ensues when viscous friction cannot hinder the suf-
ficiently large buoyancy forcing that originates from the heat source
located at the bottom. In the case of solids, conduction dominates
in short time scales while in long time scales convection takes place
(Jaupart et al., 2011).

In this study, the modeled system is composed of three layers of
geophysical fluids that all convect and dispose of heat at their upper
boundaries (opposite to the gravity vector direction). Those layers
are: the liquid mantle (MO), the solid mantle, and the lower part of
the atmosphere. Convection occurs at a different time scale for each.

2.1.3.1 The Rayleigh-Bénard Convection paradigm
The RBC hypothesis

adapted to the MO
problem.

In this study I employ convection after the Rayleigh-Bénard convec-
tion paradigm (RBC) (Rayleigh, 1900).

Historically, RBC has been one of the most studied regimes in fluid
dynamics. It is both relevant in problems of geophysics, for exam-
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ple convection in the atmosphere, and in astrophysics, as is for ex-
ample seen in the convecting solar photosphere. Besides buoyancy,
other forcings become important in the wider solar system convec-
tion paradigms. Such is the rotation of a planet and magnetism in
planetary cores and in the convecting ionized gas within the Sun.

The RBC setting is described as follows: a fluid is confined between
two parallel rigid boundaries at different temperatures, the highest of
which is applied at the bottom boundary. Initially, the fluid is found
in static equilibrium in response to a gravitational field. The bottom
heating perturbs the hydrostatic density profile. If the Rayleigh (Ra)
number, which is the ratio of buoyancy forcing against viscous fric-
tion, is sufficiently high, the potential energy of the lighter warm fluid
accumulated at the bottom converts into kinetic energy and overturn-
ing of the fluid volume ensues, aided by symmetric response from the
top cold sinking layer. The external boundary condition of prescribed
T is a source of potential energy that opposes the stable stratifica-
tion of the system. Simultaneously, viscous dissipation operates as
an energy sink to the system. In the RBC setting both forcings exist
perpetually (Glatzmaier, 2013).

The fluid equation of state relates the density ρ to temperature
T and composition X: ρ = f (T, X). Density primarily depends on
temperature, and perturbations to the hydrostatic ρ profile result in
buoyancy forcing. At thermal convection it is assumed that density
perturbations are exclusively produced by temperature differences. A
second source of density perturbations is the inhomogeneous concen-
tration of a substance. Here, such effect is neglected.

It is also assumed that any lateral variation of density is negligible
with respect to the vertical variations. This approach is also known as
Boussinesq approximation of the analytical expression of the system’s
Navier-Stokes equations. From their non-dimensionalisation one ob-
tains the Nusselt (Nu) number: ratio of convective to conductive heat
flux, the Prandtl (Pr) number: ratio of kinematic viscosity to thermal
diffusivity and the Rayleigh (Ra) number: ratio of buoyant forcing to
viscous friction.

Follow the definitions of Rayleigh (Ra) and Prandtl (Pr) number:

Ra =
ραTg(Tp − Tsur f )D3

κTη
, (2.1)

Pr =
η

ρκT
, (2.2)

where ρ is the density, αT the thermal expansivity, g the gravity accel-
eration, Tp the mantle potential temperature, Tsur f the surface temper-
ature, D the depth of the convective layer, κT the thermal diffusivity,
η
ρ the kinematic viscosity and η the dynamic viscosity.

Technically, the configuration in which the buoyancy forcing is ap-
plied with respect to the domain boundaries can differ. This widens
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the experimental settings for investigation. Other than the Rayleigh-
Bénard Convection (RBC) configuration there is the horizontal con-
vection (HC) where the temperature difference is applied exclusively
along the same surface (Shishkina et al., 2016). A geophysical example
of HC is the water ocean surface warmed under modern climate’s lat-
itudinally variable temperature forcing (Rossby, 1965). There is also
vertical convection (VC) where the boundaries of different tempera-
tures are parallel to the gravity vector (Shishkina, 2016). All those
experiments aid in studying the heat propagation efficiency and its
various dependences.

2.1.3.2 Nu-Ra scaling of heat propagation in the RBC
Elements of

Grossmann-Lohse
theory

The quantity of main interest for this study is the heat flux (F) dis-
posal in an RBC setting. A brief overview of the recent advances in
its study, that are relevant in the context of magma ocean, is found
below. The model details will be introduced in Section 2.2 onwards.

The RBC heat flux parameterization includes elements of the mixing
length theory and according to the Kraichnan (1962) formulation it
describes a solution to the “turbulence closure” problem (Birkhoff
et al., 1960). This heat flux scales as a power law known as “Nu-Ra
scaling”:

FD
k∆T

= Nu ∼ Raβ (2.3)

where β is 1
3 . This relation is assumed to asympotically converge

toward a constant scaling at high Ra values (Niemela et al., 2000b,a;
Jaupart et al., 2011).

The MO is generally described by low Pr and high Ra numbers,
therefore it is of direct interest to confirm if the scaling is preserved at
those conditions. In their most recent relevant work, Shishkina (2016)Recent experiments.

and Shishkina et al. (2016) provide a detailed overview of the Nu-Ra
scaling in various convecting regimes according to the Grossmann et
al. (2000) theory. In their work they extended RBC to HC and compared
it to the RBC at high numbers using the similarities with Grossmann
et al. (2000) theory. The highest β exponent they find is 1

3 .
Shraiman et al. (1990) assume: Nu ∼ Ra2/7Pr−1/7 which is the hard

turbulence regime used in Solomatov (2007) and includes a depen-
dence on Pr and aspect ratio of the mean flow λ. Shraiman et al.
(1990) assume a turbulent boundary layer and a thermal boundary
layer nested therein which was predicted by Kraichnan (1962) and
would result in: Nu ∼ Ra1/2. This corresponds to the so-called “ulti-
mate” regime of convection (Shraiman et al., 1990; Siggia, 1994) that is
predicted for high Ra. This is a theoretical state (Lohse et al., 2003) yet
not experimentally confirmed neither in the laboratory, nor numeri-
cally. Recent numerical experiments in 2D (Grossmann et al., 2011)
and 3D (Blass et al., 2019) aimed to invoke the ultimate convection
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regime by applying shear to the turbulent boundary layers. They re-
vealed only transient dynamics by observing a raise of the Nu-Raβ co-
efficient to β = 0.38, which is lower than the theory-predicted β = 1

2 .
The flow tends to self-organize in circular convective cells. The cir-

cular shape demonstrates minimal curvature and as such minimizes
the viscous resistance to buoyancy and to the diffusion of any temper-
ature perturbation (Glatzmaier, 2013). Therefore it is usual to assume
the cell aspect ratio to be 1 in numerical simulations. However, the
experiments show that convective cell geometries may differ from 1

and also have an effect on the heat flow efficiency (Shishkina, 2016).
In an alternative effort to obtain details of the flow in 2D, Maas

et al. (2015, 2019) rescaled the convecting MO problem to resolvable
non-dimensional Ra and Pr parameters. By focusing on the effect of
planetary rotation, that is expected to be important in the circulation
of low viscosity fluids (Read, 2009), they found it could prevent the
settling of crystals entrained in the buoyancy driven flow.

2.1.4 Superfluids

In the thermodynamic conditions typical of the MO stage all three
physical states (solid, liquid and vapor) occur naturally within the
coupled system. However at certain (P, T) ranges some of the chemical
compounds are found in supercritical state of matter:

1. Water vapor reaches criticality at temperature above Tcrit = 647

K and Pcrit = 220 bar and beyond. In order to describe its prop-
erties in the atmosphere Hamano et al. (2013, 2015) use expres-
sions for the thermal capacity cp and the thermal expensivity
aT that are based on data within 130–2000 K (Woolley, 1980).
Newest data extend the properties to P = 500 bar and T = 2273

K (Kretzschmar et al., 2019). Depending on the initial assump-
tions, those conditions are reached during the magma ocean
thermal evolution.

2. Silicate fluid that is found above critical pressure (Makhluf et
al., 2017; Manning, 2018) also becomes supercritical. As a conse-
quence, the interval of fractional melting is not defined during
experiments at these conditions because the phases are not ex-
perimentally detectable. Mibe et al. (2011) state that “the melt-
ing temperature can no longer be defined beyond this critical
condition and that the fluid released from water rich minerals
at depths greater than 100 km is supercritical fluid rather than
aqueous fluid and/or hydrous melts.” Outside this interval the
mineral phase coexists with a phase that has properties of a
hydrous liquid (Manning, 2018). The critical point is located at
conditions P = 3.4 GPa and T = 770

◦C according to Mibe et al.
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(2011) and at P = 5.5 GPa and T = 1050
◦C according to Kessel

et al. (2005) in hydrous basalts.

By definition, the interface between vapor and liquid state of the
compound disappears at supercritical state. Firstly, this makes unfea-
sible the definition of water condensation point. Secondly, it intro-
duces an uncertainty to the melting temperature of the water rich
silicate minerals at pressures beyond 3.4 GPa.

2.1.5 Planck radiation distribution: application to magma ocean surface-
atmosphere system

Assume a state of thermodynamic equilibrium. Let the distribution of
energy in the radiation spectrum follow the Planck distribution, that
depends on the radiation temperature T (Kondratyev, 1969a):

Eλ(T) =
2hc2

λ5
1

ehc/λkBT − 1
(2.4)

where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum,
λ is wavelength and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Integration of Eq.Stefan-Boltzmann

law (2.4) over all wavelengths from 0 to ∞ gives the Stefan-Boltzmann law
for the radiant flux of a perfectly “black” surface:

B(T) =
2π5k4

B
15c2h3 T4 = σT4 (2.5)

where σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant. The term “black” de-
notes that the body absorbs and emits all energy that it receives and
constitutes an ideal case. According to Eq. (2.5) the radiation flux de-
pends on the temperature of emitting surface and not on its material.

On the basis of temperature, the region of Electro-Magnetic (EM) ra-
diation spectrum where the magma ocean emits is compared to other
instances in the solar system and beyond (Figure 2.3). This helps intro-Stellar black body

radiation examples duce the concepts of: radiation temperature, radiation spectrum, ab-
sorption, emission, grey absorption, line-by-line absorption and run-
away greenhouse state, which are useful in the MO modeling context.

Let us firstly examine the radiation in the case of modern Earth.
The emission spectrum from the solar photosphere corresponds to
a radiation temperature of 5772 K, while the Earth surface emits at
an average temperature of 288 K (Ingersoll, 2013). The two spectra
demonstrate minimal overlap in the range of EM frequencies (Fig.
2.3.A). On the one hand, the solar wavelength of maximum inten-No overlap between

incoming and
outgoing energy in

modern Earth

sity is located at ∼ 0.5µm which corresponds to the visible (Vis) range
(short-wave). On the other hand, the maximum emission of Earth’s
surface occurs at ∼ 10µm which corresponds to the infra-red (IR)
region (long-wave). The phenomenon of negligible overlap between
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Figure 2.3: Wavelength dependent radiation flux for BB bodies with different
effective temperatures A: at surface; B: at outermost radiating
layer.

incoming and outgoing radiation is used in the “two-stream” model-
ing approximation (Pierrehumbert, 2010; Ingersoll, 2013). This effect
has guided the planetary radiative energy balance formulation in the
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study of modern Earth climatology. It is used to justify that all non-
reflected shortwave energy from the Sun is absorbed at the planetary
surface and there is no upward radiation generated from the solar
energy input (neglecting the scattering effect). This greatly simplifies
the associated Schwarzschild radiation equations that describe the up-
ward and downward radiation contributions along the atmospheric
profile (Kondratyev, 1969b; Pierrehumbert, 2010).

The continuously absorbed solar energy transforms into thermal
energy and maintains the surface temperature at which the Earth
emits back toward space. The overlying atmosphere plays a vital
role in this energy balance, modifying it due to the radiation absorb-
ing gas species it contains. These compounds absorb part of the up-
ward surface IR radiation and re-emit it, adding a secondary energy
source toward the Earth surface. As a result, the surface temperatureEnters atmospheric

radiative
contribution

is higher than the equilibrium temperature of 255 K , which is ex-
pected based on the two-stream planetary energy balance for a black
body BB that receives solar energy flux at 1 AU orbital distance. This
is known as the “greenhouse effect”. In the magma ocean literature
this is also referred to as atmospheric “thermal blanketing” (Abe et
al., 1988; Hamano et al., 2013; Lebrun et al., 2013; Salvador et al., 2017;
Massol et al., 2016; Ikoma et al., 2018).

The radiation absorption and emission in the atmosphere typically
depends on the frequencies at which the gas molecules vibrate. TheRadiation absorbers

in the atmosphere geometry of their atomic bonds defines the vibrational/rotational fre-
quencies at which the energy is absorbed and emitted in the form
of photons. Under certain conditions, e.g. due to collisions between
molecules, they absorb in additional frequencies (Wordsworth et al.,
2013a). Despite the existence of multiple gas species with interesting
absorption properties, only two gas species are discussed below for
the purpose of this section. These are water and carbon dioxide.

Water is of paramount importance for IR absorption (Kondratyev,
1969b). Its main bands are located around wavelengths 6.3 µm and 12H2O absorption

µm and they are found near the maximum of outgoing Earth emis-
sion. The region 8–11 µm where water vapor does not absorb is called
the “atmospheric window”. Water has additional absorption bands in
the ultra-violet (UV).

Among the multiple absorption bands of carbon dioxide, the 9.4
µm and 10.4 µm features are crucial because they are located within
the atmospheric window that is nested in the IR spectral region, de-CO2 absorption

spite the fact that they are characterised as weak (Kondratyev, 1969a).
The band centered around 15 µm is also vital as it absorbs in the far
IR region (Plass, 1956; Kondratyev, 1969b).

It is evident that both H2O and CO2 gas species are important for
modern climate because they absorb in the region of outgoing sur-
face radiation flux (Fig. 2.3.A). The CO2 thermal blanketing effect is
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additional to that of water because they generally absorb in different
wavelength bands.

Due to such absorbers the idealized black body (BB) spectrum inten-
sity that is plotted in Figure 2.3 is never retrieved from a real emission
source. Instead, it is indented at various wavelengths by the absorp- Realistic emission

spectrumtion effects of the species that interfere between source and observer.
Increasing the spectrum analysis resolution to capture the absorp-
tion at each separate wavelength would generate a set of monochro-
matic radiation emission/absorption lines. The examination of radia-
tive transfer at this level of detail is called “line-by-line” lbl and yields
wavelength-dependent absorption and transmission of the source ra-
diation. It is a computationally expensive calculation.

An alternative treatment to the lbl calculation of atmospheric radia-
tive transfer is the simpler, grey approximation. There, the ratio of grey absorption

absorbed to incident radiation for each species is represented with a
single absorption coefficient for the full spectrum. That intermediate
complexity representation captures the contribution of greenhouse
phenomenon in the energy balance (Pierrehumbert, 2010), after be-
ing calibrated to reproduce the modern near surface average tem-
perature. The single representative absorptivity value for each com-
ponent is calculated studying both responses of climate simulation
in 3D General Circulation/Climate Models (GCMs) (Pujol et al., 2003)
and observed atmospheric profiles (Yamamoto et al., 1952). The atmo-
spheric layer as a grey body is characterized by a relative emissivity
defined as the ratio of radiant intensity at temperature T to that of a
BB at the same temperature (Kondratyev, 1969a). Emissivity for grey
ranges within 0–0.99, while 1 corresponds to the ideal BB and is not
obtained in real conditions.

The radiation spectrum from the BB approximation, despite the
missing representation of absorption, still provides reliable informa-
tion on the radiation temperature of emission source and the spectral
range which it occupies. Observing the radiation spectra in Figure Comparison of

regions of absorption
and regions of
emission

2.3.A helps clarify the absorption role of H2O and CO2. The surface
temperature of the MO is higher than the silicate melting point, which
ranges from 900 to 1500 K for rhyolite to perovskite compositions, re-
spectively. (Parfitt et al., 2008). For a global MO it is equal to or exceeds
2900 K. In terms of radiation temperature it is comparable to that of
an M-dwarf star, that occupies the Vis range of the spectrum (Figure
2.3.B). In that context, the H2O molecule is still a significant absorber
as it has additional absorption bands within the short wave emis-
sion spectrum. However, there are no CO2 absorption bands within
this range. The transfer of radiative concepts from Earth climate stud-
ies across planetary science needs to be revisited for application to
the magma ocean, especially since the two stream approximation is
likely insufficient. Adjustments to the available modeling tools are
performed to address this issue. During the MO stage whose radia-
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tion peaks near the visible spectrum, the role of far infra-red (IR) CO2

is therefore degraded compared to its role in modern Earth climate.
CO2 is here represented with a lower radiation absorption coefficient
in the grey approximation.

2.1.6 Runaway greenhouse atmospheric state

Under excessive radiative forcing, the planetary energy balance may
not be met by the atmospheric radiative response. Such forcing condi-
tions can be the increased atmospheric content in IR absorbers and the
elevated shortwave radiation level from the host star. If the downward
radiative emission of the atmosphere increases the surface warms
and responds by emitting at higher radiation temperatures with ad-
ditional IR intensity. The surface water reservoir evaporates into the
atmosphere and can cause saturation with respect to water vapor. At
saturation the Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) reaches a limit-
ing rate value with which the planet disposes of heat. The top of
the atmosphere (TOA) becomes opaque to the surface radiation (Pier-
rehumbert, 2010; Goldblatt et al., 2013; Leconte et al., 2013; Yang et
al., 2016; Gómez-Leal et al., 2018). At even higher insolation, the sur-
face responds by raising its temperature, but the atmosphere cannot
surpass a certain limit of cooling rate. This qualitative state of the
planet is referred to as the “runaway greenhouse state” (RG). The con-
stant rate at which the outer layer radiates toward space is called
“Simpson-Nakajima” (Hamano et al., 2013; Goldblatt et al., 2013) or
“Kombayashi-Ingersoll” (KI) (Pierrehumbert, 2010) or just runaway
greenhouse limiting radiation. The exact value of this limit is a sub-
ject of debate and depends on the modeling approach employed for
its calculation (Yang et al., 2016).

It is possible that a water-rich atmosphere over the magma ocean
will reach saturation (Hamano et al., 2013; Ikoma et al., 2018). Once
it reaches the limit of outgoing energy it will become opaque to any
radiation from the surface and it will emit at the effective tempera-
ture of the atmospheric outermost layer. The emissivity of the vapor-
saturated atmosphere at the TOA layer reaches 0.99 and has an ef-
fective temperature of 344 K at the RG onset, according to a recent
study by Gómez-Leal et al. (2018). As seen in Figure 2.3.B, the radi-
ant intensity of the water vapor saturated TOA is comparable in order
of magnitude to that of the TOA in today’s moderate climate. Note
a crucial qualitative difference between the two Earth-cases. During
the magma ocean phase, the heat release at the surface is that which
drives the surface-atmosphere energy balance. On the contrary, the
studies that focus on runaway greenhouse onset assume T, P initial
conditions (IC) of a moderate Earth climate and the radiative balance
there is modified either by the forcing of CO2 doubling (Leconte et al.,
2013; Gómez-Leal et al., 2018) or by an increase in received solar ra-
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diation (Kasting, 1988; Goldblatt et al., 2013; Gómez-Leal et al., 2018).
Since the causation of the runaway greenhouse is different in each
case, the conclusions should be extrapolated with caution.

2.1.7 Magma ocean types

Various categorizations have been attempted for the magma ocean,
using as distinctive feature either the MO causation or its thermal evo-
lution response. Regarding the thermal evolution response, Hamano
et al. (2013) introduced a separation of the magma-ocean stage into
short-term (type I) and long-term (type II). Based on the comparison
of incoming stellar radiation to the KI limit of a H2O-dominated at-
mosphere, Hamano et al. (2013) brought the role of stellar luminosity
in the context of magma ocean thermal evolution. Under suitable con-
ditions, they found, the solar input can hinder the planetary cooling
altogether.

In this work I study the thermal evolution of the magma ocean
without examining the prior stage of its formation. The magma ocean
is here a stage of the planetary evolution that finishes when the
magma ocean solidifies. Concerning the causation of MO, I here draw
specific attention to the difference between “evolutionary” and “per-
manent” magma ocean which is studied in other works (e.g. Schaefer
et al., 2016; Hammond et al., 2017). The cases studied in this work
belong to the “evolutionary” magma oceans that are generated dur-
ing and due to the planetary accretion process. Once the planet cools
and the magma ocean solidifies, the equilibrium temperature at that
planetary orbit is lower than the melting temperature of the mantle
and the planet remains in solid state.

However, within a certain orbital distance the energy for melting
the mantle is already provided by the solar irradiation alone and the
atmosphere blanketing effect becomes irrelevant for melting, least it
contributes with an additional warming forcing that preserves the
surface in molten state. The causation of this MO is distinctly different
from the evolutionary case. This is the “permanent” magma ocean
and it is caused by the host star.
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2.2 brief numerical model overview

I introduce a numerical setting to simulate the coupled evolution of
the interior and atmosphere, based on the arrangement of Lebrun et
al. (2013) with replacements in specific parts. Several models from the
literature were accommodated in original form or were developed to
include in this work. Their combined implementation into the fortran
95 COnvective Magma Radiative Atmosphere and Degassing model
will be hereafter referred to as “COMRAD model”. The following mod-
els from the literature were implemented in the code: the Abe et al.
(1985) model for the grey atmosphere of H2O and CO2, the Giordano
et al. (2008) model for calculating the silicate melt viscosity as a func-
tion of water and temperature, and the mantle surface temperature
iteration method developed by Lebrun et al. (2013) that satisfies the
energy balance. I adapted this idea to own numerical implementa-
tion.

Apart from the grey, a second model for the atmosphere was de-
veloped in collaboration with Katyal et al. (2019) and is described in
detail in the respective work. This model makes use of the Generic
Atmospheric Radiation Line-by-line Infrared Code (GARLIC) code by
Schreier et al. (2014) as well as the external HIgh-resolution TRANs-
mission molecular absorption database (HITRAN) by Rothman et al.
(2013). To enable that model coupling with the interior, I implemented
a bilinear interpolation scheme of pre-calculated outgoing radiation
values on a 2D grid of pressure and temperature at the surface.

In overview, the COMRAD model resolves the mantle interior pro-
files of temperature and the liquid and solid fraction, along with the
degassing process, initiated from a fully molten mantle up to the end
of the magma ocean phase (see Section 2.7). The outgassing of H2O
and CO2 is calculated according to a melt solubility curve for each
volatile that ignores their chemical interaction (Section 2.5). The at-
mosphere is treated in two alternative ways (Section 2.6): i) As a grey
atmosphere accounting for two greenhouse gas species H2O and CO2

(Abe et al., 1985; Elkins-Tanton, 2008) and ii) as a pure H2O atmo-
sphere with a line-by-line (lbl) radiative transfer representation. Its in-
tegrated transmission provides Outgoing Longwave Radiation at the
Top Of the Atmosphere, henceforth named “OLR at TOA” (OLRTOA).

In the remaining section I will separately introduce each model
component.

2.3 structure of the interior

A spherically symmetric Earth with outer radius Rp and core radius
Rb is considered. This yields a mantle of thickness Rp − Rb whose
physical properties are defined by the solidus and liquidus meltingThinking in

spherical shells curves of KLB-1 peridotite. By comparing the interior thermal pro-
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file to these curves (Fig. 2.4), I identify the phase of matter (liquid,
partially molten, or solid) at each mantle layer.

Figure 2.4: Figure from Nikolaou et al. (2019) © AAS. Reproduced with
permission. Right: Melting curves for three cases: linear ac-
cording to Abe (1997) (“Abe97”, purple solid lines); synthetic
for peridotitic composition according to Herzberg et al. (2000),
Hirschmann (2000) and J. Zhang et al. (1994) for the upper man-
tle, and Fiquet et al. (2010) for the lower mantle (“Syn”, black
solid lines); for chondritic composition according to the same
data for the upper mantle and Andrault et al. (2011) for the
lower mantle (“Andrault11”, yellow solid lines). “Syn” and “An-
drault11” differ only in the lower mantle parametrization. Black
dashed lines indicate the profile of the rheology transition for
the “Syn” curves (“RF Syn”). Dotted lines indicate adiabats with
potential temperatures of 4000 K and 2400 K. The red open and
full circles indicate the base of the liquid-like magma ocean of
thickness D for the two adiabats. Left: Depth ranges of liquid (l),
solid (s), and partially molten (l+s) regions corresponding to the
2400 K and 4000 K adiabat representation on the right.

The mantle is assumed to be initially fully molten and convecting
(global magma ocean), with an adiabatic temperature profile. As it
cools, the liquid adiabat intersects with the melting curves (solid lines
in Fig. 2.4). Due to the steeper slope of the adiabat compared to the
melting curves of primitive mantle, they intersect first atop the CMB

and initiate crystallization from the bottom up.
Therefore, at any snapshot in the system’s evolution the mantle is

divided at most into three different layers. It is fully molten from the
surface until the depth of intersection between adiabat and liquidus;
it is partially molten between liquidus and solidus, and completely
solid below the solidus (Fig. 2.4). The level of 40% volume melt frac-
tion in the partially molten region separates the solid-like from the
liquid-like regime in this study. The 40% interface that separates the
two regimes is called “solidification front” or “rheology front” (RF)
(solid red circle Fig. 2.4).
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2.3.1 Melting curves

A static
representation of the
mantle composition.

The melting curves definition is indispensable to the melt fraction
calculation.

I use solidus and liquidus curves of KLB-1 peridotite obtained from
experimental data. Depending on pressure, I adopt three different
parameterizations for various parts in the mantle. For the solidus, I
use data from Hirschmann (2000) for P ∈ [0, 2.7) GPa, Herzberg et al.
(2000) for P ∈ [2.7, 22.5) GPa, and Fiquet et al. (2010) for P ≥ 22.5 GPa,
while for the liquidus, from J. Zhang et al. (1994) for P ∈ [0, 22.5) GPa,
and Fiquet et al. (2010) for P ≥ 22.5 GPa. Since I here employ data
from multiple studies, I refer to the resulting set of melting curves
as “synthetic”. Such curves are adopted in the experiments unless
otherwise specified.

As shown in Fig. 2.4, I also test the linear melting curves adopted
by Abe (1997) and later by Lebrun et al. (2013), as well as those intro-
duced by Andrault et al. (2011) that are representative of a chondritic
composition. Expressions fitted to experimental data for all the melt-
ing curves employed are given below 2.3.1.1–2.3.1.3:

2.3.1.1 “Synthetic” melting curves

For the solidus temperature (Tsol) of nominally anhydrous peridotite
and pressures 0 ≤ P ≤ 2.7 GPa, I use (Hirschmann, 2000) :

Tsol = 1120.661 + 273.15 + 132.899P− 5.904P2, (2.6)

with reported uncertainty by the authors of ±20 K. For 2.7 < P ≤ 22.5
(Herzberg et al., 2000):

Tsol = 1086 + 273.15− 5.7P + 390 log(P), (2.7)

with reported uncertainty by the authors of ±68 K. At higher mantle
pressures, for P > 22.5 GPa, I use a quadratic fit to the data of Fiquet
et al. (2010) for fertile peridotite:

Tsol = 1762.722 + 31.595P− 0.102P2. (2.8)

For the liquidus of fertile peridotite, I use a fit to data of J. Zhang
et al. (1994) for 0 ≤ P ≤ 22.5 GPa:

Tliq = 2014.497 + 37.743P− 0.472P2, (2.9)

and for 22.5 > P GPa, again a quadratic fitting to data of Fiquet et al.
(2010):

Tliq = 1803.547 + 50.810P− 0.185P2. (2.10)
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2.3.1.2 Linear melting curves

A linear approximation for the melting curves presented in Abe (1997)
is used for both solidus and liquidus:

Tsol = 1500.0 +
4450.0
3000.0

z, (2.11)

and

Tliq = 2000.0 +
4560.0
3000.0

z, (2.12)

where z is the depth from the surface in km.

2.3.1.3 Andrault melting curves

The following quadratic fitting to the data of Andrault et al. (2011) for
a chondritic composition covers the lower mantle for P > 22.5 GPa:

Tsol = 2056.489 + 15.801P− 0.003P2, (2.13)

and

Tliq = 2049.555 + 24.671P− 0.035P2. (2.14)

Melting curves for the upper mantle are identical to those described
above as “synthetic”, unless otherwise specified.

2.3.1.4 Constant melting curves

I above assumed a set of KLB-1 melting curves that belong to the
oxidizing end. The melting curves remain constant throughout the
simulation. This may not be the case during MO chemical evolution.

The liquidus’ and solidus’ shapes vary greatly at pressures greater
than 3 GPa. Above that pressure level and depending on water con-
tent different phases exchange in stability (Katz et al., 2003). Hydrated
and oxidized H2O + CO2 peridotite has the lower solidus at depth
while reduced mantle increases the solidus by 50–200 K (Foley et al.,
2018). The in-between region produces so called incipient melts. At
6 GPa, a relatively shallow depth with respect to the Earth’s man-
tle extent, the melting curve converges to the oxidized solidus curve
(Foley et al. (2018) Fig 1.3). Recent studies (H. L. Zhang et al., 2017)
suggest that pressure effects cause the oxidation state to vary through-
out the deep mantle, specifically by 2.5 log units in oxygen fugacity.
Moreover, the liquidus position is uncertain due to supercriticality
observed in the hydrous silicate mineral phases mixture (Kono et al.,
2015; Makhluf et al., 2017). In the presence of water, the liquidus po-
sition is disputed in pressures as low as 3 GPa because of varying
intepretation of the quenched glass products (Manning, 2018).

On the one hand, the initially reduced state of the mantle could in-
crease the solidus temperature. On the other hand the water content
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of the enriched mantle could decrease the solidus until the minimum
that is defined at water saturation. With respect to these counteract-
ing processes, both of which are ignored in this study, the assumption
of constant solidus and liquidus is sufficient as a first order approxi-
mation.

2.3.2 Melt estimation

Simple
representation of a

complex
physical-chemical

process.

The volumetric melt fraction or melt degree φ is calculated by the
following linear expression (e.g. Solomatov et al., 1993b,a; Abe, 1997;
Solomatov, 2007; Lebrun et al., 2013):

φz =
Tz − Tsol,z

Tliq,z − Tsol,z
(2.15)

where Tz is the temperature of the mantle at depth z, and Tsol,z and
Tliq,z the corresponding solidus and liquidus temperatures. Therefore,
φz is nothing but the relative position of T with respect to the melting
curves at a given depth.

The partially molten region is qualitatively divided into two re-
gions by comparison of the melt fraction with the “critical melt frac-
tion” φC = 40% = const. The φC distinguishes liquid-like from solid-
like behavior (Costa et al., 2009). For φ > φC, the region is considered
liquid-like and therefore is part of the convecting magma ocean. That
domain has depth D (Fig. 2.4).

Note that φC varies in the geodynamic literature among 30% (e.g.
Maurice et al., 2017; Hier-Majumder et al., 2017), 40% (Solomatov,
2007; Bower et al., 2018) and 50% (Monteux et al., 2016; Ballmer et al.,
2017).

The linear calculation of the melt fraction Eq. (2.15) is a simplifica-
tion. In any P,T phase diagram of a pure molecular species a unique
curve that separates liquid from solid phase would be expected. How-
ever, the two melting curves (P,T) of the mantle do not coincide. They
are separated by a range of pressures/temperatures where the mantle
is part liquid and part solid. “The existence itself of such a region is
proof of the non-linear melting process of the mantle” (S. Solomatov,
pers. comm.)

A mineral phase chemical equilibrium modeling is outside of the
scope of this study. The choice of melting curves, however, implies a
choice of composition. I will be considering the melt of this system
to be primitive, that is defined as follows: It may have been modified
since extraction from its source mineral and is not in chemical bal-
ance with its parent rock (Foley et al., 2018). The source is assumed
to be peridotite KLB-1 which is a historically common approach in
mineralogy (Foley et al., 2018).
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2.3.3 Adiabat

Convection
throughout the
mantle

The temperature profile is assumed to be adiabatic throughout both
the liquid and solid regions of the mantle, which, besides convection
in the magma ocean, also implies sub-solidus convection in the solid
mantle beneath the MO. Indeed Maurice et al. (2017) and Ballmer
et al. (2017) showed that solid state convection can fully develop al-
ready during the magma ocean stage, particularly in the presence of
a blanketing atmosphere that delays the solidification.

The interior temperature profile is calculated using the expression
of the adiabatic temperature gradient for a one-phase system:

dT
dP

=
αTT
ρcP

, (2.16)

where P is the pressure in GPa, cP the thermal capacity at constant
pressure, and αT the pressure-dependent thermal expansivity given
by (Abe, 1997):

αT(P) = α0

[
PK′

K0
+ 1
]−(m−1+K′)/K′

, (2.17)

where α0 is the surface expansivity, K0 the surface bulk modulus and
K′ its pressure derivative (see Table 2.3 for their values), and m = 0.
The pressure is simply calculated assuming a hydrostatic profile.

It is worth noting that Solomatov et al. (1993b,a) derived the adia-
bat for a two-phase system by introducing thermal expansivity and
thermal capacity as functions of melt fraction for the partially molten
region. However, the expressions derived are explicitly valid for a
system with constant rate of temperature drop with depth, which is
equivalent to constant phase boundary slope and thus applies only to
linear melting curves such as those of Abe (1997). The modified adia-
bat then tends to align with the slope of constant melt fraction. Since
they do not cover the higher order parameterizations of the experi-
mental data that I adopted, I instead employ the one phase adiabat
of Eq. (2.17) with constant thermal capacity and pressure-dependent
thermal expansivity.

2.3.4 Viscosity

Harmonic average
along the MO profile.2.3.4.1 Viscosity of the melt

The typical value for viscosity of polymerized silicate melts is 1 Pa s
at normal conditions (P=1 bar) (Manning, 2018). The viscosity is af-
fected by the water content, which in turn is defined by its solubility
in the silicate at vapor saturation. Kono (2018) cites 10

−3 Pa s as the
minimum value of the silicate melts encountered at sulfur melting
experiments at 3.8 GPa and 1703 K. Solomatov (2007) also gives 10

−2
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Poise (= 10
−3 Pa s) for melt viscosity which is the lowest value I used.

He suggests that at T > Tliq, in the presence of water, the viscosi-
ties and thermal diffusivities of water and completely polymerized
silicates are similar (Persikov et al., 1990). Therefore the viscosities
are not expected to differ much between completely depolymerized
hydrous magma and anhydrous magma (Solomatov, 2007).

On the contrary the role of water for melts generated near the
solidus temperatures is crucial. The H2O depolymerizes the mineral
structure for pressures greater than 3 GPa (Manning, 2018). At low
pressures < 3 GPa the mineral remains water-saturated due to the
stability of pargasitic amphibole (Green et al., 2010). At water content
higher than 20% H2O remains molecular and there is no additional ef-
fect on the viscosity even if the concentration further increases (Man-
ning, 2018).

In the region of partial melt, the viscosity η is defined by the two-
phase flow. The Einstein (1906) formula for diluted suspensions de-
scribes the viscosity of partial melts where melts and crystals coexist.
Roscoe (1952) reformulated the relation for the case of silicate melts:

η = ηl(1 + 2.5φ) (2.18)

where ηl is the viscosity of the melt without crystals and φ is the
melt fraction.

The effect of pressure on viscosity is not monotonic with depth
due to changes in structure above and below the depth of 5 GPa
(Sakamaki et al., 2013). For peridotitic melts at P> 5 GPa the viscosity
increase with depth is slight. Karki et al. (2010) suggest an overall
variation of one order of magnitude along the Earth mantle depth.

Experiments defining viscosity have been performed for pressure
conditions P<7 GPa (Fig. 10.5 in Kono et al. (2014)). The limitation to
measuring viscosity is defined by the frame-rate of the X-ray camera
which can capture until 0.0003 Pa s (Kono, 2018). More advances are
required to capture the metallic tracer’s motion within lower viscosity
melts.

The melt viscosity is one of the main factors that set the time
scale for the cooling and solidification of the magma ocean (Eq. 2.25).
Hence it is important for the system’s thermal evolution (Eq. 2.28).

The transition between the two mantle regimes, namely liquid-like
and solid-like, is a complex phenomenon that depends, among other
factors, on composition and cooling rate (Speedy, 2003). While the vis-
cosity dependence on temperature follows an Arrhenius law below
the solidus temperature (Kobayashi et al., 2000), non-linear effects
take place near and above it (Dingwell, 1996; Kobayashi et al., 2000;
Speedy, 2003). The solidification into a crystal structure differs from
the solidification into a glassy amorphous state. Silicate liquids that
contain a certain percentage of crystals retain a liquid-like character
as long as that is lower than a critical value. With increasing crystal
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content during cooling, the rheology is expected to make a discon-
tinuous jump from the liquid- to solid-like state over a short crys-
tallinity range (Marsh, 1981). On the contrary, for glasses continuous
variations in viscosity across five orders of magnitude are expected
(Kobayashi et al., 2000). Above the glass temperature the theory is still
debated related to the Kauzmann paradox of entropy (Speedy, 2003).
The Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation is employed in our work
for calculating the water dependent viscosity above the glass temper-
ature.

Recently, Salvador et al. (2017) proposed a “smoothing” of the sharp
viscosity jump occurring at the liquid-like to solid-like change, in or-
der to mitigate the transition into solid state found during magma
ocean numerical simulations such as Lebrun et al. (e.g. 2013). How-
ever, since such discontinuous behavior is actually observed in frac-
tional solidification experiments (Marsh, 1981; Speedy, 2003), I based
our description of the viscosity on an abrupt transition that occurs at
the critical melt fraction φC.

.
Below I explain the viscosity employed during the MO lifetime,

which is the liquid-like viscosity (ηl). Note here that the solid-like
viscosity (ηs) is employed only after the MO phase ends.

The viscosity of the melt without considering the presence of crys-
tals (ηl), is calculated assuming a VFT expression as also used in Gior-
dano et al. (2003) and Karki et al. (2010). It has the following generic
form:

ηl(T) = A exp
[

B
T − C

]
, (2.19)

where A, B, C are constants, and T is the temperature.
The VFT expression is employed for fluids that deviate from the

Arrhenius-like description of the viscosity for which viscous flow is
a strictly thermally-activated process. In the VFT case, the viscosity
additionally tends to an infinite (hence not physically meaningful)
value for a threshold temperature T = C. I consider two such expres-
sions for the dynamic viscosity: one that depends on the temperature
only ηl = f (T) (Karki et al., 2010) and a second one that depends on
both temperature and water content ηl = f (T, XH2O) (Giordano et al.,
2008).

Karki et al. (2010) studied the effects of pressure and temperature
throughout the Earth’s mantle for a nominally anhydrous (0% water)
and a hydrous (10 wt% water) composition using ab initio calcula-
tions. They found that for hydrous melts, the viscosity at a given po-
tential temperature can be well fitted with Eq. (2.19) with constants
A = AK, B = BK and C = CK:

ηl(T) = AK exp
[

BK

T − CK

]
, (2.20)
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where AK, BK, CK are calculated for a fixed water content of 10 wt%
(See Table 2.3 for their values).
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Figure 2.5: Variation of melt dynamic viscosity ηl with temperature for hy-
drous and anhydrous melt. A: Melt viscosity as a function of wa-
ter content for different temperatures. Equation (2.20), which as-
sumes a fixed water concentration of 10 wt% (solid lines), while
Eq. (2.21) explicitly includes the effect of water concentration
(linespoints). B: Viscosity of anhydrous melt as a function of tem-
perature. Squares and circles are obtained with Eq. (2.20) and Eq.
(2.21) with XH2O = 0, respectively. Experimental values of anhy-
drous peridotitic melt are obtained from Urbain et al. (1982) (see
Section 2.3.4.2).

However, approach (2.20) does not explicitly include the effect on
the magma ocean viscosity of the water content, which is expected
to vary during the simulations (see Section 3.2). The presence of wa-
ter tends to lower the melt viscosity (Marsh, 1981; Dingwell, 1996;
Giordano et al., 2008; Karki et al., 2010). Therefore it is important to
include it as a time-dependent variable in our model.

In order to study this effect, I implemented the empirical model
of Giordano et al. (2008), which takes into consideration the water
concentration, together with the concentration of 13 different oxides
in the silicate melt. It calculates two of the three parameters of the
VFT equation (2.19) (BG and CG in Eq. (2.21) below). The viscosity for
a given temperature T and water concentration XH2O is given by:

ηl(T, XH2O) = 10AG log10

[
BG

T − CG

]
(2.21)
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where the parameter AG = −4.55± 1 is a constant pre-exponential
factor. The parameters BG(XH2O) and CG(XH2O) are not constant and
are calculated by the model at each time step according to the evolv-
ing concentration of water (see Sect. 2.5). Even though our model is
unable to resolve the evolution of melt composition, it does resolve
the evolution of the water content with time, which allows us to use
the model of Giordano et al. (2008) with a new input of the water
content at each time step.

In order to use this model, it is required that a suitable composi-
tion is chosen as a constant, non-evolving basis. To be consistent with
the assumption of a peridotitic composition, it is important to use a
composition as close to a primitive one as possible. Indeed the com-
position of basanite is among the least evolved in the classification of
melts (Le Bas et al., 1986). I found that the composition of basanite
(Giordano et al., 2003, 2008) is able to reproduce the experimental val-
ues for the temperature dependent viscosity for the anhydrous case
(Urbain et al., 1982) after calibration of the prefactor AG (see Section
2.3.4.2. This fitting provides us with a parameterized description of
the composition that allows us to treat the decrease in melt viscosity
with increasing water content (Fig. 2.5A).

In contrast to Eq. (2.21), the parametrization of Karki et al. (2010)
yields a viscosity that is independent of the explicit water content (Eq.
2.20). For anhydrous melt, the viscosity calculated with Eq. (2.21) and
XH2O = 0 yields similar values as those proposed by Karki et al. (2010)
according to Eq. (2.19) at high temperatures, though the two tend to
depart significantly for temperatures near the solidus (Fig. 2.5B). The
competition between the effects of temperature and water content on
the resulting viscosity shows that while the temperature dependence
plays a decisive role at high temperatures, at low temperatures (T <

1645 K) the viscosity varies by up to two orders of magnitude over the
range of water concentrations examined. Therefore, the effect of water
becomes dominant at lower temperatures where the solidification is
expected (Fig. 2.5A).

The pressure dependence of the viscosity for the hydrous case is
not explicitly provided by Karki et al. (2010). The authors report that
it varies by a relatively small factor between 2.5 and 10 over the pres-
sure range [0, 140] GPa spanned by a global terrestrial magma ocean.
In the following, for simplicity, I will neglect such dependence and
use the liquid viscosity evaluated at the potential temperature Tp of
the magma ocean as representative for the fully molten part.

The melt viscosity ηl is further corrected for the crystal fraction con-
tent in each layer before it is employed for the calculation of the aver-
age viscosity of the magma ocean. In the liquid-like partially molten
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region, the effect of crystals is taken into account with the Roscoe
(1952) expression reformulated by Lebrun et al. (2013) a follows:

η =
ηl(

1− 1−φ
1−φC

)2.5 (2.22)

and this version is employed in the COMRAD model.
By combining equations (2.20) or (2.21) with (2.22) for each layer

that belongs to the magma ocean, I obtain the volumetric harmonic
mean viscosity η that is then used in the calculation of parametrized
convective heat flux in Eq. (2.25). The effect of the layer with the
lowest viscosity value is prioritized in the calculation of harmonic
mean viscosity. This sets the leading order of magnitude for the nl
value that is then used in the Ra calculation (2.1).

2.3.4.2 Calibration of the melt viscosity prefactor

The composition of anhydrous peridotite, which I employed to de-
fine our “synthetic” melting curves (a list of the corresponding oxides
can be found in Hirschmann (2000)), is not covered by the empirical
model of Giordano et al. (2008) that I used to determine the liquid
viscosity and its dependence on the water concentration (2.3.4). How-
ever, I found that the composition of basanite, that belonged to the
Giordano et al. (2003, 2008) model calibration database, is able to
reproduce the temperature-dependent viscosity values of anhydrous
peridotite obtained experimentally (Urbain et al., 1982).

Assuming such composition and fitting the model of Giordano et
al. (2008) to the experimental data of Urbain et al. (1982) (see Fig. 2.5),
I obtained a modified prefactor in Eq. (2.21), namely AG = −3.976.
The result is within the acceptable range of AG = −4.55± 1 log unit,
given by the model authors (Giordano et al., 2008). As shown in Table
2.1, the use of this prefactor yields an error relative to the experimen-
tal values that lies within ± 10%. That error is comparable to the
uncertainty in laboratory experiments (Kono, 2018).

Note that I use this calculation only to provide a first-order esti-
mate of the water effect on the melt viscosity, without needing to ex-
plicitly describe the evolution of melt composition. The latter aspect
is beyond the scope of the present work.

2.3.4.3 Solid-like viscosity ηs

The solid-like dynamic viscosity ηs is employed only when the rhe-
ology front reaches the surface. By model construction it is only em-
ployed after the MO phase ends. I calculate ηs according to the Ar-
rhenius law for diffusion creep as formulated by Karato et al. (1993):

ηs = η0 exp
(

E + PV
RT

)
(2.23)
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Table 2.1: Comparison between values of the viscosity of anhydrous liquid
peridotite obtained experimentally and calculated with the model
of Giordano et al. (2008) assuming a basanite composition and a
prefactor AG = −3.976 in Eq. (2.21).

T (K) Experimental ηl (Pa s) Calculated ηl (Pa s) Error (%)

2000 0.22 0.2350 6.84

2220 0.08 0.0788 −1.47

2300 0.06 0.0579 −5.01

η0 is a pre-exponential factor, E the activation energy, V the activation
volume, and R the gas constant (see Table 2.3 for the values of these
parameters).

The viscosity of the partially molten solid-like region below the
rheology front (i.e. for φ < φC) is modified by the presence of crystals
according to the expression (Solomatov, 2007):

η = ηs exp(−26φ), (2.24)

where ηs is the dynamic viscosity obtained from Eq. (2.23).

2.3.5 The three convecting layers

The modeled system is composed of three layers of geophysical flu-
ids that all convect and dispose of heat at their upper boundaries.
Those layers, represented as spherical shells in our 1D model, are: the
liquid mantle (MO), the solid mantle, and the lower part of the atmo-
sphere. Each of them is at different pressure, temperature conditions
and state of matter and convects at differing time scales.

2.3.5.1 Liquid mantle (MO) convection

In the MO, η ≈ 10−3 Pa s for Tp ≈ 4000 K at surface pressure. Eval-
uating the parameters into Ra and Pr for a magma ocean that fully
extends to the mantle thickness results in Ra ≈ 1030 and Pr ≈ 1.

The high Ra value predicts that the buoyancy force is much higher
than the viscous friction, and ensures convective instability for critical
Rayleigh number RaC ≈ 1700 (Zahnle et al., 1988). In a fluid with
such relatively low dynamic viscosity η ≈ 10

−3 Pa·s, the instability is
expected to develop within short time interval, even when assuming
a low temperature difference imposed at the surface.

The MO convective heat flux F is described as a function of Ra and
Pr. I consider two different F parameterizations for “soft” and “hard”
turbulence. The first considers that turbulence affects the heat flux
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through the boundary layers, while the flow is laminar in the bulk of
the fluid (Siggia, 1994; Solomatov, 2007):

Fsoft = 0.089
kT(Tp − Tsur f )Ra1/3

D
(2.25)

where kT = κTρcp is the thermal conductivity. Constants 0.089 and
1/3 are defined by the pattern of convection. In the above formula-
tion, the heat flux becomes independent of the convective layer depth
since the Rayleigh number is proportional to D3. The second formu-
lation depends additionally on the inverse Prandtl number so that
increasing values of Pr in a progressively more viscous fluid yields
lower F values at constant Ra regime (Solomatov, 2007):

Fhard = 0.22
kT(Tp − Tsur f )

D
Ra2/7Pr−1/7λ−3/7 (2.26)

where λ=basin Length/Depth is the aspect ratio of the mean flow.
For very high Ra, the hard turbulence parameterization is suggested
(Solomatov, 2007). This represents a regime where the heat flux is
assumed to be controlled not only by boundary layer friction but also
has a contribution from turbulence generated in the bulk volume of
the fluid. Both parameterizations were implemented and tested, but
the soft turbulence one is employed in most experiments.

Based on Solomatov (2007) the typical time scale for a MO convec-
tive overturn is:

τMO =
D

uconv
=

L

0.6
(

αT gLF
ρcp

)1/3 (2.27)

where uconv is the convective velocity and D is the magma ocean
depth. The typical time scale for the global magma ocean overturn
during early thermal evolution is ∼24 days∼ 3–4 weeks.

2.3.5.2 Lower atmosphere convection

The forcing of atmospheric convection is the surface warming by ab-
sorption of the solar incoming radiation. In the MO this heat is pro-
vided directly by the mantle. The main visible feature of a convecting
atmosphere is the cloud generation within the troposphere. The at-
mosphere demonstrates a stability against overturn. Atmospheric sta-
bility is estimated as a function of its relative humidity profile and its
temperature profile. The moist air feeds into a potential energy reser-
voir, known as convectively available potential energy (CAPE). Upon
instability, CAPE transforms into kinetic energy, precipitation and/or
cloud generation in the atmosphere. The temperature profile then es-
tablishes to satisfy the convective-radiative balance.
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The study of Abe et al. (1985) compared the convective-radiative
temperature profile to the radiative profile and found negligible dif-
ferences between the two. They thus resolved for the numerically less
complex net heat flux of the radiatively balanced atmosphere and as-
sumed it to be a sufficient representation of the heat flux through
a convectively-radiatively balanced atmospheric layer. Here I adopt
their approach for the grey atmosphere.

Precipitation is intermittent and needs non hydrostatic balance mod-
els in order to be resolved. Since local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE) is assumed, precipitation events are, consequently, not resolved.
The effect of clouds and vapors in the water saturated atmosphere is
accounted for with the constant albedo value 0.30 after Leconte et al.
(2013). Atmosphere typical

convective overturn
time scale τatm.

The convective time scale for the atmosphere during early thermal
evolution using equation 2.27 is∼6 hours. Neglecting photochemistry
effects, the radiative transfer process is assumed to reach balance al-
most instantaneously.

2.3.5.3 Solid mantle convection

According to 3D simulations the mantle overturn is episodic. A rapid
time scale of 100 yr is calculated if thermal diffusion is ignored and
the overturn is treated as Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the end of the Solid mantle typical

convective overturn
time scale τS

MO, despite the high mantle viscosity (Turcotte et al., 2002; Miyazaki
et al., 2019b). According to Davaille et al., 2005, laboratory experi-
ments for thermally driven convection in a fluid with temperature
dependent viscosity at Pr > 3 and Ra = 106 predicts plume lifetimes
of 10 and 200 Myr for Earth mantle viscosity 10

19 Pa s and 10
22 Pa s,

respectively. By these arguments one cannot uniquely constrain the
time required for the onset of solid-state convection.

In this work I assumed the end member case of a solid mantle
which has established convection. In particular I assume that the solid
part convects from the moment of its formation, that is simultane-
ously to the MO evolution as well as after its end. Among the multi-
ple values that have been given (Jaupart et al., 2011) for the Nu-Ra
scaling constants for the solid mantle, I here use the same constant
values as in Eq. 2.25 but a different expression for the solid viscosity.
This is a simplification since I assume one dynamic viscosity value,
averaged across layers, to represent the solid mantle convection.

In the simulations, solid mantle’s heat flux is two orders of mag-
nitude lower that the lowest heat flux during the MO. It is expected
not to have an effect on the MO thermal evolution, in the case where
no crust is formed. The solid mantle is therefore neglected as a heat
source at the MO bottom as long as the MO overlies it. After the MO

ends, the solid mantle is the only remaining heat source to the surface
and it is resolved in balance to the heat flux through the coupled at-
mospheric layer. The mean surface heat flow today, where convection
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in the mantle is established, is 87 mW/m2 (Turcotte et al., 2002), but
it is expected to differ at end of a warm magma ocean.

2.4 energy conservation

Assuming that the mantle temperature profile T(r) is adiabatic, the
evolution of the magma ocean is obtained by integrating the energy-
balance equation (Abe, 1997) over the evolving magma ocean volume:

ρ

(
cP + ∆H

dφ

dT

)
dT
dt

= − 1
r2

∂(r2Fconv)

∂r
+ ρqr, (2.28)

where ρ is the density, ∆H the specific enthalpy difference due to
phase change, Fconv the parameterized convective cooling flux out of
the magma ocean, and qr the internal heat released by the decay of
the radioactive elements.

The heat production due to the long-lived radioactive elements
238U, 235U, 40K and 232Th, and the short-lived elements 26Al and 60Fe
is taken into account in the energy balance equation (2.28) via the
term qr whose explicit expression reads:

qr = ∑
i

fiX0
i Qi exp

(
− ln(2)

t + t0

λi

)
, (2.29)

where, for each element i, fi is the abundance of the radioactive iso-
tope relative to the sum of all isotopes of the element, X0

i the isotope
concentration in the silicate mantle at the formation time of the Cal-
cium Aluminium Inclusion Calcium Aluminium-rich Inclusions (CAI)
(4.55 Gyr ago), Qi the specific heat production, λi the half-life, t0 the
assumed formation time of the magma ocean (e.g. 2 or 100 Myr after
the CAI as in experiment 4 in Table 3.1), and t the time (with t > t0).
For the long-lived elements, the initial isotope concentration X0

i is cal-
culated by scaling back in time the present-day concentration of the
corresponding element according to the isotope half-life. Table 2.2 dis-
plays the parameters of Eq. (2.29) for each isotope. Qr is plotted in Fig.
2.6.

The energy released by the radioactive isotopes’ decay is made
available to the whole magma ocean volume, which implies complete
incompatibility in the solid mantle upon crystallization. This formu-
lation maximizes their contribution as a source to the energy balance.

2.5 outgassing

The building blocks of the outgassing calculation is the solubility
curve and the mass conservation between the three components of
the system: solid mantle, liquid mantle and atmosphere.
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Table 2.2: Parameters used in radiogenic heat production calculation (Eq.
(2.29))

Radioactive
isotopes

Abundance
f

Concentration
X0

Half-life
λ (yr)

Heat
production
Q (W/kg)

238U (*) 0.9928 6.23 · 10−8 4.47 · 109 9.46 · 10−5

235U (*) 0.0072 2.6 · 10−6 0.704 · 109 5.69 · 10−4

40K (*) 1.19 · 10−4 3.77 · 10−3 1.25 · 109 2.94 · 10−5

232Th (*) 1 1.53 · 10−7 14.5 · 109 2.54 · 10−5

26Al (†) 5.25 · 10−5
8.86·10−3 0.717 · 106

0.455

60Fe (†) 1.15 · 10−8 1.81 · 10−1 2.61 · 106
0.041

(*) Parameter values for undepleted mantle (Schubert et al., 2001)

(†) Parameter values for CI abundances (Barrat et al., 2012)

Figure 2.6: A: Energy contribution by radioactive decay of short-lived ele-
ments 26Al and 60Fe with time; B: Energy contribution of long-
lived radioactive decay elements 235U, 238U, 40K and 232Th with
time.

2.5.0.1 Henry’s law and solubility difference

Henry’s law is often mistaken for the solubility phenomenon. Henry’s
empirical law does not include dissolution of the solvent molecules
in the solute. It only concerns molecular diffusion, enhanced by pres-
sure, into a liquid reservoir and it often has the form of a power law.
Instead, the solubility of water into silicate melt is a chemical reac-
tion that involves both molecules and ions of water. At equilibrium
the following relation holds:

H2Omelt + Omelt
2− = 2OHmelt

− (2.30)

It is evident that Omelt
2−, or else the oxidation state of the mantle,

modulates the balance. Solubility of a volatile in liquid volume is
evaluated at the liquid-vapor interface as the concentration Xi in the
volume that is balanced by a vapor of partial pressure Pi.

The evolution of the concentration of volatiles in the mantle and
their outgassing into the atmosphere is calculated along with the ther-
mal evolution. Assuming that the volatile pressure in the gas phase
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and their concentration in the melt are at saturation, I use solubility
curves to calculate the concentration and gas pressure in the melt for
each volatile.

2.5.1 Solubility in a circulating fluid

In the overturning MO the melt circulates along the streamlines of
a convective cell. The melt equilibrates with vapor at the minimum
pressure that it is subjected to. It is explained below why the volatile
pressure that matters for a well mixed melt volume is therefore the
pressure at the boundary z=0 i.e. at surface. I refer to the example of
water but the same holds for carbon dioxide.

The solubility of volatiles H2O in silicate melts is monotonic (see
Figure 3.4). It increases with compression until 0.2 GPa and shallows
further on the increase as Manning (2018) review characteristically ob-
serves. A minimum vapor partial pressure corresponds to a low con-
centration in the melt. Any unit volume of melt that is equilibrated at
the surface has water concentration Xi,0 and vapor pressure Pi,0. It is
found at saturation point for that depth, let it be z=0. When the unit
volume incompressibly sinks deeper (z>0), the fluid parcel will be-
come undersaturated with respect to water at greater depth because
pressure Pi,z will increase. The concentration Xi,0 will not likewise
raise because the water content will be retained in the constant unit
volume. Unless there is another source of water into the melt at large
depth, there is no reason to assume that the increase in water content
at in situ generated melts or the change in saturation state of the sink-
ing volume will affect the amount of water stored in the unit volume
along its convective trajectory. The solidified volume of minerals, at
least those in the partial melt region where φ > 0.40, also store wa-
ter in their structure according to the partition coefficients. However,
those crystals could not melt and serve as sources of water into the
mixed melt volume at the same depth, because the local temperature
conditions ensure that those minerals form and remain solid, hence
their existence. This is a principle of the COMRAD model, on which I
justify the existence of neutrally buoyant solidified volume that fol-
lows the melt volume fraction φ = T−Tsol

Tliq−Tsol distribution throughout
the MO depth.

For a parcel on the upwelling branch of the convective cell, the sat-
uration varies as follows: assume a unit volume of melt at large depth
Pi,z that contains Xi,z volatile and equilibrated in situ at the saturation
point (Pi,z,Xi,0). When it upwells to the surface it will become oversat-
urated due to the pressure drop to Pi,0 and the constant concentra-
tion it maintains (Figure 3.4). Consequently it will outgas its volatile
content. This will decrease the concentration Xi,z until it matches the
vapor saturation once at the new ambient pressure Pi,0. By the above
argument, in the dynamical setting of the circulation, the solubility
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evaluated at the surface vapor pressure serves as a global minimum
of the convecting domain. Solubility in COMRAD is evaluated at z=0.

2.5.2 Solubility curves for H2O and CO2

For H2O the (Caroll et al., 1994) solubility expression is used:

Psat,H2O =

(
XH2O

6.8 · 10−8

)(1/0.7)

, (2.31)

and for CO2 (Pan et al., 1991):

Psat,CO2 =
XCO2

4.4 · 10−12 . (2.32)

This way I obtain the saturation vapor pressure over melt with a given
volatile concentration. Due to efficient mixing the volatile concentra-
tion is assumed homogeneous throughout the magma ocean.

Since the outgassing at a certain temperature depends on the amount
of melt in the system, the solidus profile plays a decisive role in it.
Katz et al. (2003) found a Tsol dependence on water that covers a range
of pressure until 3 GPa and a range of temperature until 1600 K. The
Tsol behavior at the remaining depth is often extrapolated. The water
solubility isopleths P-T predict the water content along the solidus. A
similar plot of the water solubility isopleths for the CaMgSiO6-H2O
system has been formerly calculated by Perchuk et al. (1991) as well
as by Makhluf et al. (2017) who both find a shallower solidus slope
in comparison to Katz et al. (2003). Solidus dependence on the water
content is debated. In this work such dependence is ignored.

2.5.3 Volatile mass balance

Upon solidification, part of the volatile budget partitions into the
solid mantle according to the partition coefficients of lherzolite for the
upper mantle (κvol,lhz) and of perovskite for the lower mantle (κvol,pv)
(see Table 2.3 for values). By calculating the volatile content stored in
the liquid and solid phases of the mantle, I estimate the mass balance
for each volatile at every time iteration t as follows:

Ml,t0 Xvol,t0 =P(Xvol,t)
4πR2

p

g
+ Ms,pvκvol,pvXvol,t + Ms,lhzκvol,lhzXvol,t

+ Ml,z<zRF Xvol,t + Ml,z>zRF Xvol,tΠ

−Ml,z>zRF Xvol,t−dt(1−Π),

(2.33)

where Ml,t0 is the initial (time = t0) mass of the liquid mantle, Xvol,t0

the initial volatile concentration in the melt, P(Xvol,t) the saturation
pressure of the volatile for the respective concentration Xvol,t at time t,
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Ms is the mass of solid mantle in perovskite and in lherzolite, κvol,pv,
κvol,lhz the partition coefficients of the volatile in lherzolite and per-
ovskite, respectively, Ml the mass of the melt at depth z either shal-
lower (z < zRF) or deeper than the rheology front (z > zRF), and
Xvol,t−dt the concentration of the volatile in the previous time step;
Π takes values within 0 and 1. Comparing the percolation velocity
(Solomatov, 2007) to the rheology front velocity I calculate a volumet-
ric fraction Π of the total melt volume that circulates across the RF.
Therefore, Π = 0 indicates that none of the melt located below the RF
percolates above it and thus its enclosed volatiles are not available for
outgassing at the surface. Likewise, Π = 1 indicates that all the melt
below the RF percolates and gets mixed in the convection occurring
above, rendering the included volatiles available for outgassing. The
last term on the RHS of Eq. (2.33) thus represents the volatile mass
trapped in the liquid below RF and is evaluated at the concentration
of the previous time step.

Equation (2.33) combined with either Eq. (2.31) or (2.32), forms a
system of two equations in the unknowns (P, X) for each volatile. In
the case of H2O, Eq. (2.31) is non-linear with respect to XH2O. An
iteration scheme based on the bisection method (Newton) is built in
order to find a numerical solution with an error of 0.01 bar. For CO2,
the relation is linear and it is sufficient to substitute Eq. (2.32) into Eq.
(2.33).

2.6 secondary atmosphere

No prior nebular atmosphere is assumed in the simulations. Note
however, that the atmospheric vapor partial pressure is non-zero at
the first time step. Upon initialization of the model, the total volatile
reservoir is distributed between the global MO melt volume and the
atmosphere, such that the initial Pi,0 and Xi,0 satisfy the saturation
assumption. I call such process of finding the initial equilibrium state,
the spinup phase of the model.

For every new mantle layer that solidifies volatile enrichment takes
place in the remaining melt. Since the volatiles’ saturation pressure
increases monotonically with concentration (Section 2.5), the equilib-
rium gas pressure also increases, and results in a progressive build-up
of atmospheric mass at the planet surface.

Both atmospheric models employed in this study incorporate sev-
eral assumptions for the atmospheric properties profile. By way of
being 1D models certain simplifications are inevitable, however, they
capture the effect of thermal blanketing which is the focus of this
study.

The adoption of the convective-radiative approach for the lower
atmosphere corresponds to either a dry or moist adiabat for the pro-
file of temperature. In addition, the optical thickness of the atmo-
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sphere determines the altitude where the separation between the tro-
posphere (convective) and the stratosphere (radiative) regime occurs.

I adopt two alternative approaches to model the atmosphere gen-
erated upon magma ocean outgassing: i) a grey approximation after
Abe et al. (1985) and ii) a non-grey based on a spectrally resolved OLR

(Katyal et al., 2019). Two gas species H2O and CO2 are treated in the
first, while a pure H2O vapor composition is assumed in the second
Katyal et al. (2019). Turbulent mixing ensures efficient heat diffusion
into and warming of the surface boundary layer. It is assumed that
the lowermost layer of the atmosphere has the same temperature as
that of the surface (Tsur f = Tatm).

2.6.1 Grey atmospheric model

The grey approximation that I use is derived in Abe et al. (1985). It
considers the absorption of thermal radiation to be independent of
the wavelength. Both outgassed species H2O and CO2 absorb signif-
icantly in the spectral region where thermal energy is emitted from
the surface of the Earth, and are therefore greenhouse contributors.
By absorbing radiative energy, they exert a direct control on the sur-
face temperature. Water is the most potent greenhouse agent of the
two under normal atmospheric conditions (P0 = 101325 Pa, T0 = 293
K) (see e.g. Pierrehumbert, 2010). For the H2O absorption coefficient
the value k0,H2O = 0.01 m2/kg in the mid-infrared window region
1000 cm−1 is adopted, after Abe et al. (1988). CO2 is accounted for
with absorption coefficient k0,CO2 = 0.001 m2/kg (Yamamoto et al.,
1952). Basic description of the Abe et al. (1985) model workings can
be found in the next section 2.6.1.1.

2.6.1.1 The Abe & Matsui 1985 model

Assuming optical thickness 1 for a dense atmosphere and evaluating
radiative balance at normal optical depth 2/3, Abe et al. (1985) find
that the opacity τi for a given species i is proportional to the absorp-
tion k′:

τi =
3k′Pi

2g
, (2.34)

where Pi is the partial pressure of the species i in the atmosphere
and k′ is the absorption coefficient under a certain pressure Pi. k′

is proportional to the atmospheric absorption coefficient k0,i under
normal atmospheric conditions (P0, T0) and can be defined as follows:

k′ =
(

k0,ig
3P0

)1/2

. (2.35)

Upon including Eq. (2.35) into the opacity relation (2.34), the opac-
ity τi for each volatile is obtained for an atmosphere of pressure
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higher than the normal conditions P0 (as in Pujol et al. (2003) and
Elkins-Tanton (2008)):

τi =
3kMi,atm

8πR2
p

, (2.36)

where, k is the absorption coefficient of the volatile at the surface,
Rp the planetary radius, and Mi,atm the mass of the volatile i in the
atmosphere.

In the grey approximation, the total opacity of the atmosphere (τ) is
given by the sum of the opacities of each gas, i.e. τ = Σiτi (Pujol et al.,
2003; Elkins-Tanton, 2008). The opacity is a measure of the radiative
absorption through atmospheric layers and is inversely proportional
to their emissivity ε. Following Abe et al. (1985), the two quantities
are linked as follows:

ε =
2

2 + τ
. (2.37)

The atmosphere is assumed to be in radiative-convective equilib-
rium and the TOA is defined to occur at the base of the stratosphere,
above which the temperature is governed by pure radiative balance.
The assumptions include the plane-parallel approximation for the at-
mospheric layers and ignore radiative contributions from directions
wider than 60

◦ degrees between neighboring layers. More informa-
tion on the derivation of the above equations can be found in Abe
et al. (1985).

2.6.1.2 Grey - interior coupling

What is especially important for coupling the grey model of Abe et al.
(1985) with our model is that the downward radiation at the TOA is
set to the incoming stellar flux FSun, which depends on the incident
radiation S0 at the assumed orbital distance. This in turn is related to
the BB equilibrium temperature Teq of the planet through the Stefan-
Boltzmann law:

FSun = (1− α)
S0

4
= σT4

eq, (2.38)

where α is the albedo and σ the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. The re-
sulting net upward flux at the top of the atmosphere (Fgrey) is given
by (Abe et al., 1985):

Fgrey = σε
(

T4
sur f − T4

eq

)
. (2.39)

According to Eq. (2.39), the net radiative flux at the TOA is positive
for Tsur f > Teq. I adopt the convention of positive flux to represent
planetary cooling. In order to find a state of the system that satisfies
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the energy balance, assuming that the radiative atmospheric adjust-
ment is instantaneous, I require that the convective heat flux Fconv at
the top of the magma ocean is equal to the flux at the TOA, i.e.

Fconv = Fgrey. (2.40)

Eq. (2.40) together with Eq. (2.25) form a system of two equations
for two unknowns Tsur f and Fconv. For a given potential temperature,
I solve this system using an iterative scheme built according to the
method of Lebrun et al. (2013) with an accuracy of 10−2 W/m2.

Unless Tsur f < Teq, the RHS of Eq. (2.40) is always positive, so cool-
ing is ensured. With this approach I can estimate finite solidification
intervals of a magma ocean coupled to a grey atmosphere composed
of H2O and CO2.

2.6.1.3 The CO2 absorption coefficient

A higher k0,CO2 = 0.05 m2/kg value has been employed by Elkins-
Tanton (2008) (along wih other values) and by Lebrun et al. (2013)
that was calculated by Pujol et al. (2003) in order to reproduce present
day’s Earth Climate Sensitivity (ECS). ECS corresponds to an increase
of about 2

◦C in surface mean temperature (Flato et al., 2013) and
is a combined response of the climate system to the radiative forc-
ing from doubling the atmospheric CO2 abundance relative to its
pre-industrial levels. Using it is a good practice for studying the
role of CO2 radiative forcing on today’s temperate Earth climate,
within which the water vapor is not saturated in the atmospheric
column. The presence of a liquid ocean is a strong constraint on the
ECS and affects the overlying atmospheric profile through the inter-
component exchange of vapor or “hydrological cycle” (Held et al.,
2006), provided that no runaway greenhouse regime ensues. Extrapo-
lating today’s climate sensitivity to the mean surface temperature of
the magma ocean (1500 K) that is well above today’s average surface
temperature (288 K) is unsuitable for our study. In addition, the radi-
ation spectra of the MO is shifted to shorter wavelengths where the IR

absorption lines of CO2 (Plass, 1956) become less important (Section
2.1.5). I therefore avoid using the ECS-product value for k0,CO2 because
it could overestimate the role of its radiative forcing on a planet with
qualitatively different surface and atmospheric dynamics. Therefore,
I use for k0,CO2 the lower value of 0.001 m2/kg (Elkins-Tanton, 2008).

2.6.2 Line-by-line atmospheric model

An alternative approach to using the grey model is to employ a line-
by-line (line-by-line radiative transfer scheme (lbl)) atmospheric ap-
proach to calculate the outgoing radiation. The advantage of this
approach is that it provides a detailed calculation of wavelength-
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dependent long-wave emission. I assume a 100% water vapor atmo-
sphere (“steam atmosphere”) as commonly used by various authors
when treating magma ocean planets or exoplanets with water- dom-
inated atmospheres (e.g. Hamano et al., 2013; Massol et al., 2016;
Schaefer et al., 2016).

2.6.2.1 The Katyal et al. 2019 lbl model

Note that the MO surface temperature is above the critical point of
water (T = 647 K). The lower atmosphere is assumed to be unsatu-
rated and follows a dry adiabat. The upper atmosphere follows the
moist adiabat. The two adiabats’ intersection marks the tropopause
height and the system is extended upwards until pressure level of 1

Pa. This approach is similar to the one adopted by Kasting (1988) and
Goldblatt et al. (2013).

For a range of surface temperatures Tsur f and surface pressures
PH2O, the emitted radiation is calculated for the spectral range 20–
29,995 cm−1. The temperature profiles of the atmosphere as described
above are used and the radiation transfer is evaluated with a line-by-
line model (Schreier et al., 2014). Integrating the emitted radiation at
the TOA (corresponding to pressure 1 Pa), the total outgoing radiation
flux OLRTOA is obtained. The model is described in detail in Katyal
et al. (2019).

2.6.2.2 Lbl atmospheric data product

Figure 2.7 shows the OLR on a 50× 8 grid of
(
Tsur f , PH2O

)
points re-

spectively, which I used as input for the lbl simulations. The OLR data
at each grid point have been obtained with the method described in
the companion paper by Katyal et al. (2019) using a line-by-line code
(GARLIC) of Schreier et al. (2014) with HITRAN 2012 (Rothman et al.,
2013).

The grid spans surface temperature from 650 to 4000 K and water
vapor surface pressure from 4 to 300 bar. It is irregularly spaced. The
sampling is sparser (8 values) on the pressure axis for P ∈ [4, 300]
bar. For the surface vapor pressure the values 4, 25, 50, 100, 200 and
300 bar were used. The grid is denser over the temperature range
where the highest rate of outgassing takes place. For the melting
curves used in this study (J. Zhang et al., 1994; Hirschmann, 2000;
Herzberg et al., 2000; Fiquet et al., 2010; Andrault et al., 2011), this re-
gion is mostly confined to the interval Ts ∈ [1400, 1800] K where the
OLR was sampled with 20 K resolution. A coarser resolution of 100

K was employed outside this range. In order to obtain the OLR val-
ues at (P, T) points intermediate to the grid points, an interpolation
method was implemented after Rossum et al. (2001). The method of
interpolation is subject to limitations. The minimum number of data
points required along the interpolation axis is: (N + 1)2, with N=1
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Figure 2.7: Figure from Nikolaou et al. (2019) © AAS. Reproduced with per-
mission. OLRTOA data product sampled on the (Tsur f , PH2O)-
space. Obtained using the lbl radiative transfer model, detailed
calculation in Katyal et al. (2019).

for bilinear, and N=3 for cubic interpolation (Rossum et al., 2001). A
cubic spline would need by definition minimum 12 points on every
axis. That criterion was not met by the available 8 pressure values,
therefore the bilinear method was chosen as suitable for this dataset.

In order to estimate the interpolation error, the interpolated field
was compared with an independent set of grid-intermediate data
points obtained from the atmospheric model. The relative interpo-
lation error amounts from 10%, for fluxes of the order of 10

6 W/m2,
to about 1%, for fluxes of the order of 10

2 W/m2. The 10% maximum
of occurs at pressures lower than 10 bar and high temperatures. The
minimum 1% occurs for high pressures and temperatures at the lower
end of the dataset. Therefore, the interpolation quality is acceptable
for this study that focuses on the coolest end of magma ocean phase
where the outgassed atmosphere has high pressure and the error min-
imizes (1-2 W/m2).

The data of Fig. 2.7 represent the OLR at the TOA with a viewing
angle of 38◦.

Finally, in order to satisfy the requirement of our iteration algo-
rithm for surface temperatures lower than Tcrit = 647 K, which are
not covered by the gridded data product, I use a fit to the OLR data of
(Nakajima et al., 1992). This aspect does not affect our results for the
solidification process, which occurs for Tsur f ≈ TRF,0 � Tcrit, but en-
sures that the iteration algorithm runs unhindered until convergence
to the solution.
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2.6.2.3 Lbl atmospheric radiation transfer - interior coupling

I impose a balance between the net energy flux at TOA and the magma
ocean cooling flux Fconv such that:

Fconv = OLRTOA − FSun. (2.41)

Equations (2.25) and (2.41) form a system of two unknowns Tsur f
and Fconv, which I solve iteratively with a tolerance of 10−1 W/m2.
The resulting flux that balances the RHS of Eq. (2.41) can be either
positive or negative, corresponding to a cooling or warming case, re-
spectively.

2.6.3 Incoming stellar radiation

The incoming stellar radiation is accounted for in the calculation of
the net atmospheric outgoing flux in both methods I employed for the
atmosphere (Eq. (2.40) and (2.41)). For the young Sun I used a lower
irradiation value following the expression for the time dependence
of the solar constant of Gough (1981); otherwise I used today’s value
(1361 W/m2, see Table 2.4).

Calculating the planetary albedo is outside the scope of this study
and is instead used as an input parameter. The suggested albedo
(α) for a cloudless steam atmosphere lies within the range 0.15–0.40

(Kasting, 1988; Goldblatt et al., 2013; Leconte et al., 2013; Pluriel et al.,
2019). Unless otherwise stated the value 0.3 is employed.

2.7 end of the magma ocean phase

The end of the magma ocean phase is defined as the point in time
when the rheology front reaches the surface. At that stage, the man-
tle adiabat has potential temperature TRF,0 such that all mantle layers
have a melt fraction lower than φc. Although some melt still remains
enclosed in the solid matrix, the mantle subsequently behaves as a
solid. Moreover, the adiabatic profile used for the solid mantle im-
plies that solid state convection has fully developed. I apply the scal-
ing of Eq. (2.25) in order to represent the convective heat flux, replac-
ing the melt viscosity with the solid viscosity (calculated with Eqs.
(2.23) and (2.24)) in the calculation of Ra. This results in much lower
values of Fconv for the same potential temperature compared to the
liquid-like regime. As such the surface conditions following the end
of the MO stage, represent the specific case of an immediate onset of
solid state mantle convection after end of the magma ocean and ap-
ply only for the grey atmosphere. That is an end member case within
the geodynamic assumptions. However, it is stressed that the thermal
evolution model is designed to cover only the time until solidification
is reached.
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2.8 model constants

Table 2.3 includes the constants and parameters used in the simula-
tions unless otherwise explicitly stated.

Table 2.3: Model constants and parameters.

Parameter Value Unit Description

Rp 6371 km Planetary radius

Rb 3481 km Core mantle boundary radius

g 9.81 ms−2 Gravity acceleration

k0,H2O 0.01 m2/kg Absorption coeff. at P0, T0

k0,CO2 0.001 m2/kg Absorption coeff. at P0, T0

P0 101325 Pa Normal atmospheric pressure for k0,vol

T0 300 K Normal atmospheric temperature for k0,vol

α0 3 · 10
−5 K−1 Mantle thermal expansivity

K0 200 GPa Mantle bulk modulus

K′ 4 – P-derivative of mantle bulk modulus

m 0 – Parameter in Eq. (2.17)

cP 1000 J kg−1K−1 Mantle isobaric thermal capacity

κT 10
−6 m2s−1 Mantle thermal diffusivity

kT κT ∗ (ρcP) W K−1m−1 Mantle thermal conductivity

ρl 4000 kg m−3 Melt density

ρs 4500 kg m−3 Solid density

φC 0.4 – Critical melt fraction

η0 4.2 · 1010 Pa s Solid viscosity prefactor in Eq.(2.23)

E 240 kJ mol−1 Activation energy

V 5 cm3 mol−1 Activation volume

R 8.314 J mol−1 K−1 Ideal gas constant

AG 3.9759 – Prefactor in Eq. (2.21) calibrated for basanite

BG
∗ K Parameter in Eq. (2.21)

CG
∗ K Parameter in Eq. (2.21)

AK 0.00024 Pa s Prefactor for hydrous liquid in Eq. (2.20)

BK 4600 K Parameter for hydrous liquid in Eq. (2.20)

CK 1000 K Parameter for hydrous liquid in Eq. (2.20)

κH2O,pv 1.0 · 10−4 – H2O partition coeff. in solid perovskite

κH2O,lhz 1.1 · 10−2 – H2O partition coeff. in solid lherzolite

κCO2,pv 5.0 · 10−4 – CO2 partition coeff. in solid perovskite

κCO2,lhz 2.1 · 10−3 – CO2 partition coeff. in solid lherzolite
∗The value of this parameter is dynamically calculated during the simulation.
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2.9 experimental setting “reference a”

Since the model has numerous input parameters, I define a set of
parameter values, hereafter called “Reference-A” (Ref-A for brevity)
model setting, with respect to which I perform changes and com-
parisons. Hereafter it will be referred to as “Ref-A” setting. Param-
eter values of Ref-A setting are reported in Table 2.4. This model
is intended to be as straightforward as possible, to facilitate model
comparison. It does not include radioactive heat sources, the melt
viscosity only depends on temperature according to Eq. (2.20), the
abundance of volatiles is set to today’s Earth observed reservoirs (e.g.
Ingersoll, 2013), and it uses the atmospheric grey model for the two
species H2O and CO2. Additional aspects such as the solar irradiation
and type of melting curves used are also defined. For completeness,
note here that the suffix “-A” is necessary in order to mark a clear dis-
tinction to the “Reference-B” special setting that is used in Section 3.3.
“Ref-B” differs from the “Ref-A” in that it employs the lbl atmosphere
approximation which by construction does not include CO2.

The experiments are organized as follows: I firstly examine the ther-
mal and dynamical evolution of the magma ocean in the absence of
atmosphere and under the influence of grey or lbl atmospheric blan-
keting (Section 3.1). I examine the simultaneous evolution of H2O and
CO2 outgassing (Section 3.2), and vary the initial volatile abundances
in order to calculate their effect on the magma ocean solidification
time (Section 3.2). I quantify the minimum remnant volatiles in the
mantle at the end of the magma ocean (Section 3.2.2) and I study in
particular the influence of the choice of melting curves on the evo-
lution of water outgassing. Upon concluding the overview of the
coupled interior-atmosphere system, I study the separate influence
of each parameter (or parameterized process) upon the solidification
time (Section 3.3). In Sections 4.1–4.3.1 I shift the focus to the influence
of the steam lbl atmosphere and use the atmospheric calculations of
Katyal et al. (2019). I show the qualitative difference between the grey
and lbl water vapor atmospheres (Section 4.1). I discuss the mecha-
nism which distinguishes the short-term from the long-term magma
ocean regime (Section 4.2), and I find the critical albedo that separates
the two, for a constant water inventory at a given distance from the
star (Section 4.3). Finally, in Section 4.3.1, I expand the calculations of
the critical albedo to depend on the outgassed water vapor and the
temperature of the rheology front at the surface. The relevance of the
results in the context of Venus and Mars are presented in Section 5.1
followed by the results for exoplanets in Section 5.2. A cumulative
overview of the solidification time according to the factors examined
is provided in Chapter 6 together with the discussion.
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2.10 code flow

A schematic of the code flow is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: COMRAD model code flow



3
M A G M A O C E A N T H E R M A L E V O L U T I O N W I T H A
G R E Y AT M O S P H E R E

In this chapter I use the Ref-A setting to answer the research questions
Q1, Q2 and Q3:

• Q1 What are the geodynamic characteristics of a solidifying MO

during the thermal evolution of the atmosphere-interior cou-
pled system?

• Q2 How was the secondary atmosphere formed following the
evolution of volatile outgassing from the magma ocean?

• Q3 How long does the MO last with respect to every physical
process included in the simulations?

3.1 thermal and dynamical evolution

In a similar fashion to prior studies of the magma ocean solidifica-
tion (Zahnle et al., 1988; Abe, 1997; Elkins-Tanton, 2008; Hamano et
al., 2013, 2015; Lebrun et al., 2013; Monteux et al., 2016; Schaefer et
al., 2016; Hier-Majumder et al., 2017) I present the thermal evolution
using the state variables: surface temperature, potential temperature,
heat flux, Ra number, and MO depth evolution. This enables both
model validation and comparison. I adopt the multi-panel approach
of Lebrun et al. (2013) that is convenient for comparisons between
varying modeling approaches. I performed three simulations for the
following cases: i) absence of atmosphere referred to as the black
body case, ii) a grey atmosphere composed of both H2O and CO2 “gr-
H2O/CO2”, iii) a grey atmosphere composed of only H2O “gr-H2O”
(Fig. 3.1). A fourth simulation iv) a H2O atmosphere treated with the
line-by-line lbl radiative transfer model is included. This serves as a
brief point of comparison to address the effect of atmospheric repre-
sentation and appears only in Figure 3.1 and in Table 3.1. Apart from
the representation of the atmosphere or absence thereof, all aspects of
the model follow the Ref-A case (Table 2.4), which employs the grey
approximation.

Commonly in all simulations, the Tp and Tsur f co-evolve until an
abrupt difference between the two marks the end of the magma ocean
(Fig. 3.1B dashed lines); the liquid-like behavior comes to an end and
a layer with a melt fraction of 40% or lower remains. The average
viscosity increases by more than 8 orders of magnitude across the
critical melt fraction, taking values from 10

8 to 10
18 Pa·s (not shown).
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Figure 3.1: Figure from Nikolaou et al. (2019) © AAS. Reproduced with
permission. Thermal evolution of black body (bb), grey H2O at-
mosphere (gr-H2O), grey H2O/CO2 atmosphere (gr-H2O/CO2),
and line-by-line H2O atmosphere (lbl). A: Evolution of potential
(solid) and surface (dashed) temperature; B: Evolution of the
depth of the magma ocean (dashed lines indicate the end of MO);
C: Evolution of convective energy sink compared to the energy
source of radioactivity. Note that the contribution of the radioac-
tive heat sources is not included in the Ref-A settings and is only
plotted for comparison; D: Evolution of Ra number. Apart from
the explicit differences in the atmospheric component, all other
parameters are taken from the Ref-A case (Table 2.4).

A smooth variation across this interval would be difficult to justify
under the assumption of fractional crystallization (e.g. Marsh, 1981).
At this point, the whole domain switches to low cooling flux that char-
acterizes solid-like convection (Eq. 2.25) and the surface temperature
drops abruptly, while the potential temperature remains unaffected.

The BB thermal evolution compares well with that presented by
Lebrun et al. (2013). It demonstrates the highest Tp − Ts difference.
The mantle consequently cools rapidly (0.002 Myr) with the highest
convective flux (F = 5 · 106–104 W/m2), caused by this large temper-
ature difference. Longer solidification times (0.150 Myr) are found by
Monteux et al. (2016) who assume a BB radiative cooling (F = 105–
102 W/m2) but a different interior model with a heat contribution
from the core. The BB case is only relevant for planets that lose their
outgassed atmosphere instantaneously.

For a planet that retains its atmosphere, the grey approximations
show that the presence of the additional greenhouse species CO2 con-
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of A: ∆T, B: uconv convective velocity and C: Fconv as a
function of Ra throughout the MO phase. Various points in time
are indicated in units of years. tEND corresponds to the Ref-A
simulation result (208,600 yr) for the MO duration.

tributes only 0.05 Myr to the solidification time and is less significant
in comparison to the water (0.16 Myr vs 0.21 Myr MO duration). The
longer solidification time (≈0.4 Myr) obtained by Lebrun et al. (2013)
for their grey two–species case is consistent with absorption coeffi-
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cient k0,CO2 = 0.05, which is likely to be rather high for those climates
(see Section 2.6.1). The grey approach employed in this study follows
Abe et al. (1985) and should not be identified with other grey models
used in the literature: The study of Hamano et al. (2013) expands on
the Nakajima et al. (1992) grey model and employs supercritical water
thermal capacities. The study of Hier-Majumder et al. (2017) formu-
lates a hybrid energy balance for the atmosphere employing elements
from both Abe et al. (1985) and Hamano et al. (2013). For potential
temperature equal to the equilibrium temperature it results in net ra-
diative warming of the planet. Moreover, the study of Hier-Majumder
et al. (2017) preserves the mantle fully molten for the majority of the
MO period due to the lack of convective cooling sink. The slow solid-
matrix compaction process provided from their detailed melt/volatile
percolation model further increases the solidification time (3 Myr) in
comparison to our study. Lastly, I obtain lower solidification time in
comparison to Hamano et al. (2013) who define the MO end at the
surface solidus and not at the higher temperature of the critical melt
fraction.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of Pr and Ra parameters in a solidifying magma
ocean simulation. The range of laboratory (Niemela et al., 2000b;
Davaille et al., 2011; Shishkina et al., 2016) or numerical (Gross-
mann et al., 2011; Blass et al., 2019) experiments is plotted for
comparison to the this study’s simulations. Simulation parame-
ters follow the Ref-A setting. Initial conditions (t0) and various
points in time are indicated in units of years. tEND corresponds
to the Ref-A simulation result (208,600 yr) for the MO duration.
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The cooling path can be followed from the convective heat flux, the
MO depth and the Ra number (Fig. 3.1B,C,D). For about 50% of its
lifetime, the magma ocean has a depth equal to or smaller than 50 km
for the Ref-A case. The adiabat intersection with the rheology front
at the two pressure depths where switches in the parameterization
of the melting curves occur (see Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.1.2), results in
equal characteristic jumps in MO evolution. The decrease in cooling
flux is independent of the decrease in depth D, since D is explicitly
overwritten when using the soft turbulence parameterization (see Eqs.
2.1 and 2.25). Nevertheless, D defines the average viscosity within the
convecting domain, which enters the Ra calculation (Eq. 2.1). Ra is
ultimately responsible for the decrease in heat flux.

The role of radioactive decay as energy source in the MO evolution
of an Earth-sized planet is insignificant (Fig. 3.1C), unless the planet
is formed within few Myr, which includes the contribution of the
short-lived elements 26Al and 60Fe. This becomes comparable to the
long-lived element contribution after 9 Myr and insignificant to the
MO evolution by 7 Myr after CAI formation, in agreement with Elkins-
Tanton (2012) findings.

Comparing the two atmospheric approaches, I find that the pure
water vapor grey approximation underestimates the thermal blan-
keting in comparison to the lbl model because of the low absorp-
tion coefficient used to represent the whole thermal radiation spectra
(k0,H2O = 0.01). The lbl pure H2O model resolves better the steam IR

absorption, although it overlooks the role of CO2.
The “bb-grey-lbl” atmosphere comparison captures the decreas-

ing convective fluxes at the last MO time step as in the “bb-grey-
spectrally” resolved atmosphere" comparison of the Lebrun et al. (2013)
model. In our approach this is due to the decrease in temperature dif-
ference and in Ra towards the MO end. However, upon evaluation at
the last time step before solidification the Ra drop to 1010 is not seen
in their work (where Ra = 1014=const), likely due to differing average
viscosity calculation and spatial resolution.

On a technical note, a Ra overshoot towards lower values is ob-
served near the end of the magma ocean phase (Fig. 3.1D). Conse-
quently, the switch to solid occurs abruptly from Ra = 1010 to 10

12,
two orders of magnitude higher than the value obtained during con-
vection of the last 1-km-deep liquid-like layer of magma ocean. This is
a numerical artifact that correlates with high radial resolution of the
model layers (≈ 1 km). Therefore, care should be taken when using
convective heat flux parameterizations with high spatial resolution
very close to the critical melt fraction, because the rheology becomes
more complex at high crystal values.

The evolution of ∆T, uconv convective velocity, Fconv and Nu as a
function of Ra during the MO gives an informative overview of the
regimes expected during the MO (Figure 3.2). The evolution of Tsur f
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due to the role of the coupled radiative atmosphere prescribes a new
∆T on the system at each time step. The thermal buoyancy forcing re-
defines the adimensional numbers either directly (Ra=f(∆T))) or indi-
rectly through the viscosity dependence on temperature (Pr=f(ν(T))).

The Ra − Pr conditions reproduced in numerical experiments or
in laboratory experiments and published in literature (Niemela et al.,
2000b; Grossmann et al., 2011; Davaille et al., 2011; Shishkina et al.,
2016; Blass et al., 2019) are plotted for comparison to the obtained
from the MO simulations (Fig. 3.3). The evolution of Ra and Pr re-
veal the distance of the MO regime to the experimentally evaluated
thermal convection regimes.

3.2 outgassing and atmospheric build up

3.2.1 Mantle solidification and outgassing overview

The assumption of greenhouse gases H2O and CO2 as major species is
in accordance with an oxidized MO surface (Hirschmann, 2012; H. L.
Zhang et al., 2017) and bulk silicate Earth (Lupu et al., 2014).

As far as the volatile solubility is concerned, molten silicate is a
poor CO2 solvent. The melt is oversaturated with respect to CO2 at
Ref-A conditions (Fig. 3.4.B). Consequently, the mantle operates as a
“CO2-pump” into the atmosphere. In contrast, H2O is highly soluble
in the silicate melt (Fig. 3.4.A) and does not leave the mantle until the
latest stage of the magma ocean, where the enrichment in the melt
peaks. The evolving atmospheric composition reflects those features
as it transitions from a CO2-dominated to a H2O-rich one (Fig. 3.5).
The major release of the water vapor, from 2.5 to 220 bar, occurs when
the total melt fraction of the mantle reduces from 30% to 2% or as
the potential temperature drops from ∼ 2200 to ∼ 1650 K (Fig. 3.6).
This effect is the basis for the so-called “catastrophic” outgassing of a
steam atmosphere (e.g. Lammer et al., 2013). It reflects the progressive
replacement of melt mantle volume with solid mantle volume that
has small volatile storage capacity.

In addition, the choice of melting curves defines the degree of
melting throughout the magma ocean lifetime, and similarly affects
the accompanying outgassing process. I find that over the Tp range
3000–2200 K the melt fraction differs by 10–43% at the same poten-
tial temperature, comparing chondritic and peridotitic composition
for the lower mantle (Fig. 3.6). The choice of lower mantle melting
curves does not affect the final outgassing but modifies the onset of
catastrophic outgassing by maximum 5% of the total volatile volume.
Therefore, chondritic composition for the lower mantle disfavors early
water release for a cooling magma ocean for potential temperatures
above 2200 K.
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Figure 3.4: Psat and Xsat solubility expressions for volatiles A: H2O and B:
CO2. Comparison between oversaturated (CO2) and undersat-
urated (H2O) initial conditions. Ref-A total reservoirs are ex-
pressed in equivalent vapor pressure (grey circle) and equiv-
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saturation reveal if the volatile is supersaturated or undersatu-
rated in the silicate melt.
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3.2.2 Effect on relative outgassing with varying total volatile reservoirs
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Figure 3.7: Figure from Nikolaou et al. (2019) © AAS. Reproduced with
permission. Estimates of maximum outgassing at the magma
ocean end (99.3% solid), depending on initial bulk abundance
for volatiles H2O and CO2. A: The absolute amount of H2O out-
gassed by the end of the magma ocean (colored line, left y-axis)
is plotted against the initial concentrations in the mantle. The
mass of outgassed volatile relative to the mass of the total volatile
reservoir is plotted on the right axis (black line, right y-axis). B:
Same as in panel A but for the CO2 volatile. The performed ex-
periments are plotted with points.

Simultaneous to the final outgassed quantity, I also calculate the rel-
ative volatile inventory extracted from the mantle assuming different
initial concentrations (Fig. 3.7). As expected, the higher initial concen-
tration results in higher outgassing. However, the relative quantity
varies as follows: I find that [45%, 10%] of the initial water reservoir
remains in the mantle for the examined range X ∈ [10−5, 10−1] respec-
tively, while the rest [55%, 90%] is in the atmosphere. This suggests
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that the lower the initial mantle abundance, the larger is the rela-
tive amount of water stored in the planet’s interior after the magma
ocean ends. By contrast, only ≈ 6% of CO2 remains in the mantle
for an Earth–sized planet independently of the initial concentration
assumed.

3.2.3 Partial pressure in a binary gas mixture

Due to the existence of two gas species the partial pressure in the
atmosphere differs to that of pure species (Pierrehumbert, 2010). This
is known as Dalton’s law of partial pressures. The reason is that the
average molecular weight is modified according to the presence of
other gases and the intra-species molecular collisions have to be cal-
culated in the kinetic energy. I examine the change in a binary gas
mixture for the two gases H2O and CO2 by post processing the Ref-A
results.

The laws are:

pH2O,A + pCO2,A = pTOT (3.1)

The mass of each volatile is:

mH2O =
pH2O,A

4πR2
p

(3.2)

mCO2 =
pCO2,A

4πR2
p

(3.3)

The molecular weight of each species (in atomic mass units) is:

MBH2O = 1 + 1 + 16 = 18 amu
MBCO2 = 12 + 16 + 16 = 44 amu

Mols of each substance are:

nH2O =
mH2O

MBH2O
(3.4)

nCO2 =
mCO2

MBCO2

(3.5)

The mean molecular weight of the atmosphere based on the out-
gassed volatile masses is:

〈MB〉 = (mH2O MBH2O + mCO2 MBCO2)

(mH2O + mCO2)
(3.6)
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Updated partial pressures in binary gas mixture:

pH2O,binary =
mH2Og
4πRp

2
MBH2O

〈MB〉 (3.7)

pCO2,binary =
mCO2 g
4πRp

2
MBCO2

〈MB〉 (3.8)

Figure 3.8.A shows the difference in pressures for the same molar
mass outgassed while considering the presence of the other gas and
while ingoring it. The binary pressures reveal that the switch from
a CO2-dominated to H2O-dominated atmosphere that occurs during
Ref-A simulation is not attained in the binary gas mixture case of
partial pressures calculated using equations (3.7),(3.8). The reason is
the high molecular weight of the CO2 that compensates the outgassed
mass of the light weight water. However, the switch of atmospheric
quality is expected to occur at simulations where the molar inventory
of H2O is higher that of Ref-A.
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Figure 3.8: (A) Partial pressures of gas species assuming a binary gas mix-
ture of H2O, CO2 at Ref-A setting. (B) Change in grey emissivity
with partial pressures compared for single and binary gas mix-
tures. The ε change assuming Ref-A abundances is negligible.)

The partial pressure enters the emissivity calculation which con-
trols the thermal evolution through the energy balance equation. The
Dalton-modified partial pressures of a binary mixture are shown in
Figure 3.8.B. The effect of the updated partial pressures on the at-
mospheric opacity for the Ref-A scenario is negligible. Specifically,
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the Dalton case results in 0.1–2 fold higher emissivity than the Ref-
A throughout the evolution. The atmosphere in the binary mixture
case has higher emissivity and it thermally radiates more efficiently
toward space. The reason lies in the constants employed for each
species’ absorptivity (see Table 2.3). The role of CO2 in the absorption
spectra over the heat emitting MO is secondary to that of H2O based
on the absorption coefficients. Consequently, despite increased CO2

partial pressure in comparison to Ref-A PCO2 simulation, the effect of
H2O prevails. The expected acceleration in the system cooling is not
significant. The Ref-A solidification times remain maximum with re-
gard to the binary gas mixture case. The effect on solidification times
is expected to become significant at simulations where the molar in-
ventory of CO2 is much higher than that of water. Such inventory
combination is, however, not likely.

In general, note that any partial pressure calculation is relative to
the atmospheric inventory that precedes the outgassing. This is not
exhausted in the H2O and CO2 species but could include gases with-
out greenhouse potential, which however modify the mean molecu-
lar ratio in the atmosphere. Such are Nitrogen (2-fold present atmo-
spheric level according to Goldblatt et al. (2013)), as well as species
captured from the circumstellar nebula (e.g.: CO, H, He, Ar) which
are not taken into account in lack of an accretion model to provide
such IC for the MO. Moreover, chemical interactions between the gas
compounds in the atmosphere and the magma modify the amount of
volatiles that is in molecular form at equilibrium, on which the partial
pressure is based.

Consequently, the problem of partial pressure calculation in multi-
species gas mixtures is degenerate. For simplicity, I assess H2O, CO2

as single gases whose solubility is covered by the available expres-
sions and I ignore the chemical interactions among them as well as
capture of gases. The resulting mixing ratios are indicative of atmo-
spheric mixtures where the remaining species constitute trace gases.

3.3 effects of model parameters on the mo lifetime

The combined H2O/CO2 inventory was found to delay the MO ter-
mination in prior works (e.g. Zahnle et al., 1988; Abe, 1997; Lebrun
et al., 2013). The Elkins-Tanton (2008) work considers different MO

depths (2000km, 1000km, 500km) than our global MO for Earth (2890

km). Consequently, the volatile masses differ for the same assumed
concentration and a direct comparison is not possible. Recently, Sal-
vador et al. (2017) have studied the effect of water abundances on the
global MO solidification time yielding longer durations likely due to
the use of a non-grey atmospheric model.

In our study I quantify the solidification time (ts) by sampling a
larger domain of initial abundances for the two species and assum-
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Figure 3.9: Figure from Nikolaou et al. (2019) © AAS. Reproduced with per-
mission. Colormap of solidification time for varying initial H2O
and CO2 abundances in the mantle, expressed in initial concen-
trations Xvolatile,0 (at model time 0). Open circles annotate: CC 1

wt% H2O-abundance, estimated terrestrial CO2 abundance 730

ppm by Marchi et al. (2016), and the abundances used in the
Ref-A scenario. Red points correspond to the model experiments
carried out. Isolines of ts: 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50 and 100 Myr are plotted
for reference.

ing a grey atmosphere (Fig. 3.9). The MO duration amounts to ≈ 0.21

Myr for conservative Earth volatile abundances while it would reach
5-10 Myr for an (unlikely) Earth-sized planet made entirely out of
carbonaceous chondritic (CC) material with 1 wt% of H2O. Our re-
sults confirm that the atmosphere is the most important solidification
delaying factor.

However the effect of each separate interior process on the dura-
tion of the magma ocean stage remains difficult to disentangle and it
would help clarify future modeling priorities. In Table 3.1 I present
an overview of the effect of additional factors and parameters on
the MO solidification time (ts). Each ts is obtained through varying
parameters and/or including a different process (first column). The
second column states the number of parameters (three at most) that
have been modified in each experiment with respect to a reference
case. The third column gives the details on the experiment changes
with respect to the reference case. I calculate the solidification time (ts,
fourth column), as well as the absolute (∆ts, fifth column) and relative
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difference (∆ts/ts,re f , sixth column) with respect to the solidification
times (ts,re f ) obtained during two reference simulations: Ref-A (Table
2.4) and Ref-B. The latter uses the same parameters as the Ref-A set-
tings but does not include CO2. I thus obtain the tendency of each
factor to increase or decrease the solidification time (“+” or “−” sign
respectively) as well as its magnitude. Below I discuss only the most
crucial contributions.

When accounting for the water dependence of the melt viscosity
in experiment 3 I expect a shorter solidification time, that reflects the
more efficient convection due to lower viscosity. ηl decreases due to
progressive enrichment of water concentration in the melt during the
MO evolution, from 410 ppm to ≈ 10, 000 ppm (Fig. 3.4.A; Ref-A). The
atmospheric radiative forcing remains identical to the Ref-A case. The
expected cooling acceleration is counteracted by the delaying role of
the outgassed vapor atmosphere (experiment 3), even so for particu-
larly water-rich settings (as seen by the almost identical ts of water-
rich experiments 1b and 3b). The effect of viscosity on ts becomes
evident in the BB cases (experiments 11, 12). With respect to the BB

case of experiment 11 (ts = 2000 yr) that uses constant 10 wt% water
content (Karki et al. (2010)), I observe an increase in the solidifica-
tion time (ts = 2713 yr) in experiment 12b that uses water dependent
viscosity. This is explained by the fact that in experiment 12b, the 10
wt% water enrichment is attained only at the final MO time step and
not throughout the whole run. Our parameterizations show that one
order of magnitude enrichment in H2O in the melt causes a decrease
of up to two orders of magnitude in the viscosity (Fig. 2.5). This be-
comes important at lower melting temperatures TRF,0 < 1400 K which
correspond to evolved silicate melts (Parfitt et al., 2008). Experiments
12a and 12b confirm the tendency I hypothesized for the viscosity
role in decreasing ts assuming increased water content (410 ppm and
10, 000 ppm respectively). Therefore the water-enriched melt acceler-
ates the solidification process and it should be taken into account for
evolved surface compositions or planets around EUV and XUV active
host stars that lose their atmospheres. According to Abe (1997) low
viscosity enhances the differentiation of minerals. Therefore, such a
ηl parameterization is also vital in better modeling the mineral solid-
ification sequence.

Using the hard turbulence approximation for the convective flux
rather than the soft approximation yields a slight increase in the so-
lidification time (experiment 5). The abrupt decrease of ≈ 1000 K in
the surface temperature at the MO termination is reduced by up to
300 K by employing the hard turbulence parameterization. During
this, the Pr number is updated according to the evolution of the liq-
uid viscosity and the flow aspect ratio (λ) takes values between 1 and
2. Significant work that has been done in this direction shows numer-
ical proof of the hard turbulence regime (Grossmann et al., 2011) and
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suggests that it could affect the thermal transport controlled by the
boundary layers (Grossmann et al., 2003; Lohse et al., 2003).

In experiment 6 I examine the role of uncertainty in the upper man-
tle’s (0− 22.5 GPa) solidus. The ±20 K error in the solidus expression
of Herzberg et al. (2000) has a measurable impact (+4%) on the so-
lidification time. The mere uncertainty in the experimental data can
thus affect the magma ocean solidification time by a few thousands
of years.

Further decreasing the upper mantle solidus by 50, 100 and 400
K causes the solidification time to decrease by 10, 20 and 108% re-
spectively. Compositions more silicate-evolved compared to the KLB-
1 peridotite have such lower melting temperatures. The −400 K value
corresponds to rhyolite (Parfitt et al., 2008). Lebrun et al. and Salvador
et al. (2017) previously acknowledged that the chemical composition
of the magma ocean at its latest stages would be a decisive factor in
the evolution. Schaefer et al. (2016) and Wordsworth et al. (2018) fur-
ther resolved the chemical evolution for specific compositions. Our
result emphasizes the controlling role of the surface melting temper-
ature in the solidification duration and reveals a linear dependence
between them.

The solidification time is however insensitive to changes in the
lower mantle melting curves (experiment 7) as long as bottom-up
solidification is ensured. The reason is that they affect neither the
amount of CO2 in the atmosphere, the majority of which is degassed
at the beginning of the magma ocean phase, nor the water enrichment
which does not occur at high MO depths.

In experiment 8 I test the effect of linearizing the melting curves
of Abe (1997), where the solidification time decreases significantly (-
39%). The higher melt fraction preserved at the end of the magma
ocean is tied to lower final outgassing, which explains the difference
to the Ref-A setting. Lebrun et al. (2013) has previously discussed a
similar effect of the curve linearisation. A quantitative comparison is
however inconclusive due to the different atmospheres used.





4
Q U A L I TAT I V E PAT H S I N T H E M O T H E R M A L
E V O L U T I O N - R E S U LT S

Below I show the results based on the coupling of the COMRAD model
with the non-grey, lbl radiative transfer atmosphere to answer the re-
search question:

• Q4 How does MO evolve with distance from the host star and
how is it affected by planetary composition?

This Chapter focuses on the magma ocean net cooling/warming
limits found with the lbl radiative transfer atmospheric absorption
treatment, which will hereafter be referred to as “lbl-atmosphere” or
“lbl-approach” for brevity.

4.1 qualitative difference between grey and line-by-line

radiative transfer atmospheric representation

I firstly clarify a fundamental difference between the atmospheric ap-
proaches that were implemented in this work. I illustrate this by as-
suming a high (FSun(S = 1361 W/m2, α = 0.11) = 303 W/m2) and
a low (FSun(S = 1361 W/m2, α = 0.30) = 238 W/m2) incoming so-
lar radiation (Fig. 4.1). The difference is only in the assumed albedo
value, 0.11 or 0.30.

In the lbl approach (Fig. 4.1.A, B), the colormap combinations of
PH2O and Tsur f lead to planetary cooling. In the high FSun case, for
each value of the surface temperature Tsur f between 700 and ≈ 1700

K there exists a threshold value of outgassed water PH2O across which
the net radiation balance at TOA is negative and the planet warms.
This effect is absent in the low FSun case, which yields a cooling
regime for all combinations of PH2O and Tsur f . On the contrary, the
grey approach shows a negligible difference of the magma ocean cool-
ing flux of the order of 10

−1 W/m2, accounting for the Teq of our solar
system’s inner planet orbits (Fig. 4.1.C). In fact the grey atmosphere
is insensitive to variations in the incoming stellar radiation. The rea-
son is that in the grey energy balance (Eq. 2.39), the incoming solar
flux enters only in the calculation of equilibrium temperature (Teq).
The latter does not vary more than a factor of 2 over the insolation
range in our solar system history (Teq = 144 K for the young Sun
case and Teq = 256 K for today’s Sun at 1 AU, assuming albedo 0.30).
The fourth power of Teq has a minor contribution compared to the
fourth power of the surface temperature of the magma ocean, which
is higher than TRF,0 = 1645 K (Ref-A) throughout the evolution.
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In the limit of the convecting magma ocean model, I only explore
cooling regimes and obtain the relevant solidification times. The con-
vective cooling flux out of the magma ocean Fconv requires Tsur f < Tp

to ensure the necessary gravitational instability for convection to oc-
cur (see Eq. (2.25)). However, if the flux at TOA becomes negative
(RHS of Eq. (2.41)) the system would warm and result in Tsur f > Tp,
a condition which describes a stably stratified system. That system
will not convect and as such is not covered by the present model (Fig.
2.8).

The remaining three Sections 4.2–4.3.1 focus on the cooling/warm-
ing limit found with the lbl atmosphere.

4.2 separating continuous from transient magma oceans

The lifetime of a magma ocean with a steam atmosphere is controlled
by the longwave radiation through its steam layer, the energy received
from the star, and the melting temperature of the mantle at its surface.
All above factors combine into a comprehensive mechanism that dis-
tinguishes between a “transient” (or “short-term”, or “type-I” after
Hamano et al. (2013)) and “continuous” (or “long-term”, or “type-
II” after Hamano et al. (2013)) MO evolution path. Goldblatt (2015)
and Ikoma et al. (2018) have discussed the warming/cooling distinc-
tion, always in relation to the constant radiation limit for the runaway
greenhouse (RG) ≈ 300 W/m2. I exemplify this idea with an emphasis
on the additional role of TRF,0.

I use two simulations that are subject to different insolation condi-
tions, namely FSun,low = 238 W/m2 and FSun,high = 563 W/m2 (Fig.
4.2a black solid line and black dashed line respectively), leaving all
other parameters unchanged. The FSun,high is obtained using S = 2648
W/m2 that corresponds to the incident radiation at the orbital dis-
tance of Venus for today’s Sun and α=0.15, while the FSun,low is equal
to the incoming radiation at Earth orbit today. Since FSun is indepen-
dent of Tsur f , it is plotted as a line parallel to the Tsur f axis (Fig. 4.2a).
Both simulations have the same water reservoir (405 bar or 550 ppm
initial concentration) to ensure outgassing of 1 Earth ocean (300 bar)
at the end of the magma ocean stage. OLRTOA as a function of Tsur f is
plotted for three values of atmospheric water content (4, 100, and 300

bar), which we term “isovolatiles” (grey lines). FSun intersects with
each isovolatile over a temperature value T′sur f . The cooling flux Fconv

(read on the right axis) becomes zero for that specific water content
and the planet ceases to cool. If T′sur f is higher than the mantle rheol-
ogy front temperature at the surface (TRF,0), the steam quantity indi-
cated by the respective isovolatile balances the energy flux from the
star and the MO does not solidify.

Firstly, we examine the trajectory of the convective flux of the tran-
sient magma ocean on the (Tsur f , Fconv) plane as it cools from Tsur f =
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3000 K and with an insolation FSun,low (Fig. 4.2a, red solid line). Fconv

progressively crosses isovolatiles of higher water content. As it ap-
proaches the highest outgassed quantity of 300 bar, the difference
OLRTOA − FSun,low = Fconv remains always positive since the 300 bar
isovolatile allows the system to dispose of heat at a higher rate than it
receives solar radiation. The high convective flux value ensures cool-
ing until Tsur f = TRF,0, which marks the end of the magma ocean. The
abrupt cooling after the end of the magma ocean stage and the final
outgassing quantity are shown in the evolution of Tsur f (t) and PH2O(t)
(Fig. 4.2b, 4.2c.)

Secondly, we obtain a long-term magma ocean (Fig. 4.2a, red dashed
line) in a scenario that assumes FSun,high. Initially, for high values of
Tsur f , the same amount of water as before is outgassed and its Fconv

almost coincides with the one of the short-term case (the difference
hardly noticeable on the logarithmic graph is ≈ 103 W/m2). Dur-
ing evolution the outgassing proceeds and the simulation trajectory
crosses isovolatiles of higher water content. Fconv drops to very low
values that tend to numerical zero for Tsur f = T′sur f ≈ 1915 K. The
intersection of the incoming radiation FSun,high with the respective iso-
volatile over T′sur f reflects the steam atmosphere already outgassed
when the system ceased to cool. I obtain a point that falls between
the isovolatiles of 100 and 300 bar (167 bar read in Fig. 4.2b). Conse-
quently, a continuous magma ocean is maintained at potential tem-
perature ≈ T′sur f (Fig. 4.2c) due to a specific combination of incom-
ing solar radiation, its intersection with the 167 bar isovolatile, and
the solidification temperature (Fig. 4.2a). Note that the long term MO

ocean is maintained with less water than one Earth ocean and at an
insolation higher than the Runaway Greenhouse state ( 6= greenhouse
effect) (RG) limit.

The prominent role of TRF,0 on the MO type becomes evident when
comparing the point (T′sur f , PH2O) where the isovolatiles intersect FSun,
with TRF,0. For the short-term magma ocean the intersection point A
occurs well below TRF,0. That magma ocean stage will be transient
for every possible outgassing scenario within the [4,300] bar range. In
the case of the higher solar irradiation, we have intersection points
with each isovolatile (B, C, and D), which indicate different thermal
evolution paths. On the one hand, the points B and C are located at
surface temperatures higher than TRF,0, which means that if the MO

has outgassed the respective quantities of 300 and 100 bar by the time
T′sur f is reached, it will cease cooling. On the other hand, the point D
corresponds to a much lower temperature than TRF,0, which means
that a steam atmosphere of 4 bars under those insolation conditions
can counteract the cooling process only if Tsur f decreases to 900 K.
The respective magma ocean stage is transient, since it solidifies at a
much higher temperature (i.e. 1645 K). The variation of the OLR as a
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function of P,T is explored in detail in the companion work of Katyal
et al. (2019).
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Figure 4.3: MO thermal evolution using interior coupling with the lbl radia-
tive transfer atmosphere. Insolation intensity and/or initial water
content differs from the Ref-A settings. Simulated settings: short-
term magma ocean with water reservoir of 200 bar, FSun = 238
W/m2 (magenta lines); short-term magma ocean with water
reservoir of 405 bar, FSun = 238 W/m2 (blue lines); long-term
magma ocean with water reservoir of 405 bar, FSun = 563 W/m2

(brown lines). All other parameters are as in Ref-A case (Table
2.4). The vertical dashed lines mark the MO phase end. Note that
such line misses from one scenario (brown line). A: Evolution
of potential and surface temperature (solid and dashed lines, re-
spectively). B: Evolution of the magma ocean depth. C: Evolution
of the convective flux. D: Evolution of Ra.

In the same fashion as Figure 3.1 I examine in Figure 4.3 the MO

thermal evolution for three different cases of coupling with the lbl at-
mosphere: i) with poor initial water content (200 bar or XH2O,0 = 270
ppm) and ii) with higher water abundance (405 bar or XH2O,0 = 550
ppm). The incoming solar radiation is the same in both simulations
(FSun = FSun,low = 238 W/m2 corresponding to S = 1361 W/m2 and
α = 0.3). An additional simulation iii) is performed with the richer
water content of 550 ppm but subjected to higher insolation condi-
tions. For this case I chose FSun = FSun,high = 563 W/m2 (obtained
using S = 2648 W/m2 that corresponds to the incident radiation at
the orbital distance of Venus for today’s Sun and α=0.15). The higher
abundance (550 ppm) was deliberately chosen so that the final out-
gassed quantity is equal to one Earth ocean (Fig. 3.7) (here one Earth
ocean is defined equal to 300 bar of water although the value of 270

bar has also been used in the literature (e.g. Tosi et al., 2017)).
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Justified by the mechanism here presented, one follows how cases
i) and ii) yield transient (short-term) MO while case iii) yields a con-
tinuous (long-term) MO.

4.3 role of orbital distance and albedo on magma ocean

evolution

Clearly, the essential quantity regarding the planetary heat budget
is FSun, since it distinguishes the fate of the magma ocean between
transient and continuous. Below we refer to this limiting incoming
flux as Flim (where Fconv=0) and we specify the incident solar radiation
and albedo combinations which satisfy it.

On combining the stellar luminosity (LStar):

LStar = (4πRStar)
2 σT4

e f f ,Star, (4.1)

where RStar is the stellar radius and Te f f ,Star the effective temperature
at the star’s photosphere; with the expression of Gough (1981) for the
evolution of solar luminosity we get Te f f ,Star(τ). Combining with the
blackbody radiation law for the equilibrium temperature of a planet,
we obtain the following equation:

R =
RStar · T2

e f f ,Star(τ) ·
√

1− αmax

2

√
Flim(PH2O, TRF,0)

σ

. (4.2)

Eq. (4.2) relates with Flim the maximum albedo αmax that an Earth-
sized planet at orbital distance R from a star of effective temperature
Te f f ,Star can possess, in order to maintain a continuous magma ocean
stage. The limiting flux included in the denominator of Eq. (4.2) is
not constant but equal to:

Flim(PH2O, T′sur f ) =
(1− αc) S(τ)1AU

4
, (4.3)

where αc the critical albedo found with a sensitivity experiment for
a given planetary volatile inventory. There S(τ)1AU is the solar con-
stant at an orbital distance of 1 AU and stellar age τ, PH2O (in bar)
the mass of the water vapor outgassed and T′sur f is the temperature
over which the stellar insolation crosses the PH2O isovolatile (Sec-
tion 4.2). The obtained limiting flux Flim maps to the data product
OLRTOA(T′sur f , PH2O). Using the Katyal et al. (2019) values of the lim-
iting flux, we compared our Eq. (4.2) with an equivalent expression
calculated by Hamano et al. (2013). The solution is similar with minor
differences due to the astrophysical properties assumed. I generalise
the formulation to cover our Sun or any other host star with a known
photospheric temperature Te f f and radius.
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4.3.1 Dependence of Flim on the melting temperature and steam mass

The irradiation conditions which can pinpoint an Earth-sized planet
stalling in a magma ocean stage just above the 40% melting tem-
perature, are extended here to include a range of steam atmosphere
masses that span [4,300] bar for two different TRF,0 values (the lower
melting temperature is representative of a more evolved composition
than the KLB-1 peridotite of Ref-A).

Figure 4.4: Figure from Nikolaou et al. (2019) © AAS. Reproduced with
permission. OLRTOA as a function of surface temperature and
outgassed water surface pressure 4–300 bar, based on data from
Katyal et al. (2019). I consider two different surface solidification
temperatures: TRF,0 = 1370 K as in Hamano et al. (2013) and
TRF,0 = 1645 K as in Ref-A case. Colored points correspond to
OLRTOA values obtained for the respective isovolatiles for differ-
ent outgassed steam atmospheres 4, 25, 50, 100, 200 and 300 bar
that overlie magma oceans of different TRF,0 (see Table 4.1 for
explicit values). Note the variation in temperature coverage of
OLR=const=282 W/m2, for different isovolatiles. Data by Naka-
jima et al. (1992) are used to complement the plot in the region
where Tsur f � TH2O,crit.

Different radiative flux limits Flim are obtained for the two values
TRF,0 = 1370 K and 1645 K, depending on the vapor amount (Fig.
4.4). From the superposition of points that correspond to 200 and
300 bar at TRF,0 = 1645 K in Fig. 4.4, we note the tendency of steam
atmospheres exceeding 200 bar to converge to the constant RG limit
(RG=282 W/m2 Katyal et al. (2019)). For TRF,0 = 1370 K atmospheres
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already equal to or higher than 100 bar suffice to reach the RG limit.
A similar tendency is found in Hamano et al. (2013).

I also find that at lower steam contents the Flim is greater than the
RG-limit. All Flim values can be found in Table 4.1.

4.3.2 Limiting radiation values Flim for pure steam

I use Eq. (4.2) to estimate the orbital distance for which a planet of
given albedo is located at the boundary that separates a long-term
and short-term magma ocean. To this end, the value of the limiting
radiation Flim corresponding to a specific water vapor pressure PH2O
and rheology front temperature at the surface TRF,0 is needed. Table
4.1 reports Flim(PH2O, Tsur f ) for two different rheology front surface
temperatures as obtained by interpolating the OLR data product of
Katyal et al. (2019) (Fig. 2.7). The same values are plotted in Fig. 4.4
and are used to calculate the critical distances for the young Sun in
Fig. 4.5.

Table 4.1: Flim(PH2O, TRF,0) for indicative TRF,0 cases calculated with the
Katyal et al. (2019) data.

PH2O (bar) Flim(TRF,0 = 1645 K) (W/m2) Flim(TRF,0=1370 K) (W/m2)

4 16724.2 5885.6

25 1362.8 519.4

50 677.3 332.8

100 398.5 286.6

200 298.1 283.6

300 285.8 283.6

Using Equation (4.2) I calculate the orbital distance-albedo com-
binations for which the radiation limits (Table 4.1) of different iso-
volatiles are attained (Fig. 4.5). I assume the solar luminosity at the
beginning of its main sequence evolution at τ = 100 Myr (72% of
today’s value) (Gough, 1981). Not all the calculated albedo values are
realistic. The albedo for a cloudless steam atmosphere, based on 1D
models and 3D GCM calculations lies between [0.15, 0.40] (Kasting,
1988; Goldblatt et al., 2013; Leconte et al., 2013; Pluriel et al., 2019).

Apart from the new radiation limits found, our results are in line
with those of previous studies, as far as the insolation role is con-
cerned. In Hamano et al. (2013) the threshold distance between con-
tinuous and transient MO types for albedo 0.3 and solar constant 0.72

S0 is 0.77 AU, whereas under the same conditions our calculations
show 0.79 AU. The difference is due to the lower absolute OLR steam
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atmosphere limit of 282± 1 W/m2 that we obtain compared to the
294 W/m2 limit employed in that study.

By raising the albedo to the critical value αc = 0.146 found in our
simulations for an Earth-sized planet at 1 AU that outgasses 1 earth
ocean at today’s Sun, we obtain ≈ 12 Myr MO duration. The longer
solidification times of 10–30 Myr reported in Hamano et al. (2013) at
the same FSun = 285.5 W/m2 for the same steam atmosphere are due
to the lower surface melting temperature used (TRF,0=1370 K).

With an albedo of 0.63, solar constant of 0.7S0, and total planetary
water content XH2O,0= 5.53 · 10−2 wt% (equivalent to 405 bar) and
XCO2,0= 1.4 · 10−2 wt% (equivalent to 100 bar), Lebrun et al. (2013)
found that the distance at which the outgassed water vapor could no
longer condense is 0.67 AU. Under the same conditions, excluding the
influence of CO2, we find in our model that the atmosphere would
exist in a runaway greenhouse state trapped in a continuous magma
ocean at a critical distance of 0.59 AU. The reason for this discrepancy
is two-fold. Firstly, the present lbl approach does not include CO2 that
also contributes to the greenhouse effect. Secondly, the absolute OLR

limit used by Lebrun et al. (2013) is ≈ 200 W/m2 (Marcq, 2012) (see
Marcq et al. (2017) for an updated limit). This is substantially lower
than the limit of 282 W/m2 used in our study. Therefore, the shift of
our limit inward towards the star corresponds to the higher critical
flux that needs to be achieved in order to trigger the qualitative shift
from a transient to a continuous magma ocean regime. Considering
the orbital distances of the inner terrestrial planets of the solar sys-
tem (Mercury–0.38 AU, Venus–0.72 AU, Earth–1 AU and Mars–1.52

AU), we find that the planets inwards of Earth could sustain a contin-
uous MO within the range of albedos expected for a cloudless steam
atmosphere (Fig. 4.5). Moreover, a 100-Myr-old Earth at 1 AU around
the Sun cannot exist in a continuous MO state under any albedo for
a steam atmosphere of up to 300 bar (Fig. 4.5) or of up to 1000 bar
according to the recent study of Ikoma et al. (2018).

Note that in this work “continuous” magma ocean refers to planets
that would cease cooling if the amount of steam in the atmosphere
was conserved. This cannot be ensured under atmospheric escape
processes, which have not been accounted for, and as such the lim-
its calculated here yield the furthest possible distance from the Sun
for achieving a continuous MO with a constant atmospheric steam
content.

Using the database of Flim that depends on both the atmospheric
water content and TRF,0 that we provide in this (Table 4.1) and in
the companion work, Eq. (4.2) is qualitatively extended. It covers MO

type transitions for intermediate levels of outgassing below the 300

bar reference value, hence has higher Flim. This database is backwards
compatible and can also be used in the Hamano et al. (2013) equation.
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Figure 4.5: Figure from Nikolaou et al. (2019) © AAS. Reproduced with per-
mission. Maximum albedo that a planet with a 4–300 bar steam
atmosphere can possess at a given distance from the young Sun
in order to maintain a long-term magma ocean, assuming two
values of TRF,0 Upper: TRF,0 = 1645 K, Lower: TRF,0 = 1370 K.
I plot the critical values that separate continuous from transient
magma ocean cases calculated with the use of Eq. (4.2) for several
PH2O (colored lines) and employing the respective steam atmo-
sphere mass limiting outgoing longwave fluxes (extracted from
Fig. 4.4; see Table 4.1 for values). Dashed lines are obtained us-
ing the equation of Hamano et al. (2013) employing the present
study’s Flim limits. Not all obtained albedos are realistic. Hatched
region shows the possible range of albedos for a cloudless steam
atmosphere (Kasting, 1988; Leconte et al., 2013; Goldblatt et al.,
2013). Black solid lines mark distances from the star for which
Teq is equal to the surface melting temperature of the magma
ocean for the full albedo range (permanent magma ocean).
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M O E V O L U T I O N O N O T H E R P L A N E T S

In the following chapter the prior findings are implemented on differ-
ent rocky planets, provided that those are of comparable size to the
Earth. The following research question is addressed:

• Q5 How is the magma ocean on planets other that Earth? What
are the likely MO cases for rocky planets (Venus, Mars) and exo-
planets?

5.1 solar system planets

The Flim value discussed in Chapter 4 is not significantly affected by
the gravitational acceleration of the planet as long as this has between
0.1 and 2 Earth masses (Goldblatt et al., 2013). For greater planetary
mass the pressure levels in the atmosphere change height, as does
the level of opacity depth which is crucial for the calculations of the
outgoing radiation. Goldblatt et al. (2013) also calculated that for a
planet of half the Earth mass, the OLR limiting flux is lowered by only
5 W/m2. In comparison, Flim ≈ 282 W/m2 ± 1 W/m2 as calculated
for the Earth by Katyal et al. (2019) has a lower uncertainty. There-
fore, Eq. (4.2) can be applied without loss of generality to planets
between 0.1 and 2 Earth masses, using the Flim(PH2O, TRF,0) (Table 4.1)
calculations by Katyal et al. (2019).

5.1.0.1 Venus

Given their similarity in mass and radius, the criteria for a continuous
magma ocean applied to Earth can be extended to Venus. This study
finds that Venus orbit qualifies for a long-term magma ocean within
a wide range 0.15–0.40 of planetary albedos proposed for cloud-free
steam atmospheres, as long as its outgassed steam atmosphere amounts
to 200 bar or more for a surface solidification temperature of 1645 K
(Fig. 4.5). In the case of the lowest solidification temperature (TRF,0 =

1370 K), the minimum atmosphere required for a continuous magma
ocean at Venus orbit is 50 bar (Fig. 4.5). This highlights that the melt
composition alone could dictate a different magma ocean evolution
path for two hypothetical planets with equal water vapor atmosphere
masses.

5.1.0.2 Mars

Extending the findings of Chapter 4 to Mars it is found that its orbit
does not qualify for a continuous magma ocean stage. This is seen in
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Fig. 4.5 for the orbital distance 1.52 AU. Any magma ocean on Mars
would therefore be transient. A first order assessment of its duration
is here done by aid of the grey atmospheric coupling.

The comparison between Earth and Mars MO duration (Figure 5.1)
reveals that assuming the same volatile concentration in H2O and
CO2 the MO duration on Mars is shorter. Such effect is expected, since
the Mars mantle volume is lower than that of Earth, therefore the
same concentration corresponds to lower absolute amount of volatiles
available for outgassing.

The magma ocean stage on Mars lasts at maximum 10 Myr for 10%
water content and 10% CO2 content. Those abundances are very un-
likely. In lower concentrations, the estimated MO on Mars lasts shorter
and therefore has geologically insignificant duration. This suggests
that Mars could have had multiple magma oceans with enough time
to solidify in between incoming impactors, in case those impacts oc-
cur with frequency of less than 10 Myr.

Figure 5.1: Earth (left) and Mars (right) global magma ocean duration as-
suming varying H2O and CO2 volatile abundances and grey at-
mosphere.

5.2 exoplanets

Interestingly, the drop of surface temperature during cooling com-
bined with the tendency of stellar environments to gradually strip
planets of their atmospheres (Johnstone et al., 2015; Odert et al., 2018;
Lammer et al., 2018) (therefore lowering the surface pressure PH2O)
could result in the same outgoing radiation limit during planetary
evolution. One sees this in Figure 4.4 taking any constant OLR value
that crosses multiple isovolatiles. In that case the stellar evolution
plays a primary role in the continuous magma ocean fate. A G-star
that increases in luminosity with time (Gough, 1981) favors the main-
tenance of an existing magma ocean because it contributes warming
at the critical distance. In contrast, continuous magma oceans will be
more elusive around M-stars whose luminosity decreases with time
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(Baraffe et al., 2015). This is because a continuous magma ocean close
to its critical distance will progressively receive less stellar radiation
eventually creating a window of cooling. A buffer against this effect
is the additional vapor outgassing that increases the opacity and low-
ers the required Flim. However, during progressive cooling the inte-
rior will exhaust its water supply into the atmosphere. Under these
conditions only water-rich planets can sustain a continuous magma
ocean. This shows that there are numerous processes that affect MO

feasibility. Consider also the possible Trappist-1 exoplanet migration
scenarios (Unterborn et al., 2018), that were suggested in order to
justify water-rich composition.

I explore the findings in view of potentially rocky exoplanets that
have radius and/or mass within few Earth units (see parameters in
Table 5.1).

Results suggest that there are orbital regions where the magma
ocean can be transient, permanent and an intermediate region where
it is “conditionally” continuous (Fig. 5.2). “Conditionally” here refers
to the dependence on water content and rheology front temperature.
One observes the overlap in the regions of continuous magma ocean
regime for different TRF,0. Considering the interior composition adds
a measurable level of uncertainty since different planets with differ-
ent atmospheric water content and solidification temperatures can be
characterized by the same outgoing OLR.

Note that unless one is able to constrain the surface pressure of
water vapor on an exoplanet, not feasible with the current observa-
tional capabilities (Madhusudhan et al., 2014), it will not be possible
to constrain the type of evolutionary (continuous, transient) magma
ocean. However, hypotheses and proxies concerning planetary water
abundance could break this OLR degeneracy that disappears at low
vapor pressures close to 4 bar (see Fig. 4.4). A water-poor planet with
a thin atmosphere of 4 bar water would be sensitive to the TRF,0 value
for developing a continuous/transient MO close to their separation
limit. Such could be the case for distinguishing the compositions of
HD 219134 b and c if one is found in magma ocean state and the
other is not (Fig. 5.2). Kepler 36b’ s orbit is further than this distinc-
tion possibility and receives enough energy from the star to be in
continuous magma ocean as long as it has at least 4 bar water. As
soon as its atmosphere is lost it would resemble a BB, in which the
effect of any water present on lowering the liquid viscosity would en-
sure the rapid MO solidification, as it was earlier shown (Table 3.1).
Planets Kepler 236c, Ross 128b and LHS 1140c on the contrary are
located in the Flim region for relatively high vapor pressure. Assum-
ing ≥ 200 bar, the system converges to the minimum OLR solution of
282 W/m2 (see Fig. 4.4) which is maintained for up to 1000 bar vapor
pressure (Ikoma et al., 2018). Detecting any magma ocean state on
those planets would be difficult because of the opaque atmosphere.
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However, if detected it would mean that the planet formed within a
water-rich environment that ensured the minimum atmospheric 200
bar required for the continuous magma ocean. Especially for LHS
1140c, the planet LHS 1140b located in the transient MO region of the
same system could provide complementary information for the like-
lihood of high water content. GJ 1132b is located at the compositional
distinction limit. Its potential MO has been studied before by Schaefer
et al. (2016). A low atmospheric water content in its MO state would
be a proxy of primitive silicate composition. Any of the continuous
magma oceans on those planets would eventually solidify if their at-
mospheric water were lost and were not replenished by the interior.

The possibility of observing a transient magma ocean system is
insignificant due to the order of million years duration that I find
for them, which is very short compared to observable systems’ ages.
Detection of continuous magma oceans on candidate planets (at or-
bits receiving 282 W/m2 or more (see Fig. 5.2)) is challenging but is
aided by the fact that the planet’s MO brightness temperature would
be much higher than the one corresponding to its equilibrium tem-
perature, yielding OLR of up to 16,000 W/m2 (see Table 4.1). Such
measurements require secondary transit observations as carried out
for 55 Cnc e with the Spitzer telescope (Demory et al., 2016) aided by
the longer wavelength coverage of JWST. A low brightness tempera-
ture, in agreement with a low OLR of 282 W/m2, would be an indica-
tion towards high steam pressures (see companion paper for possible
emission spectra). The surface pressure is not retrievable with the cur-
rent capabilities but promising methods are developped for low pres-
sure atmospheres (10 bar) that demonstrate pressure broadening of
absorbers such as CO2 and O2 (Misra et al., 2014). Transmission meth-
ods could not probe high surface pressure atmospheres but the OLR

would be already near the runaway greenhouse limit in those cases
so one should focus in retrieving the latter. A measured OLR= 282
W/m2 would be indicative of MOs with high steam pressures. I sug-
gest the auxiliary/complementary use of observations obtained from
the permanent magma ocean type, such as potentially on 55 Cancri e
(Demory et al., 2016; Angelo et al., 2017) and Kepler 78b. From there
one could isolate characteristic atmospheric signatures such as: the at-
mospheric effects of evaporated silicate species that develop over the
molten rocky surface (Fegley et al., 2016; Kite et al., 2016; Hammond
et al., 2017) and the oxides in the presence of a steam atmosphere (Fe-
gley et al., 2016). Detecting similar silicate cloud signatures on planets
close to the continuous MO compositional distinction that is observed
at low vapor pressures (4 bar) would serve as a proxy of their compo-
sition (TRF,0) and of their water content.

Detection of evolutionary magma oceans additionally requires stel-
lar ages in order to focus on systems with ongoing planetary forma-
tion, preferably after recently completed accretion. Constraining the
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albedo from observations is a possibility given favorable orbital con-
figurations (Madhusudhan et al., 2014; Kite et al., 2016) and would
help define the range of orbital distances for a conditionally continu-
ous magma ocean.
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6
D I S C U S S I O N

It was previously showed how the MO duration is tied to the out-
gassing. The latter is sensitive to factors that modify the amount of
enclosed melt or the upper mantle temperature. Two such factors
are the assumptions of surface rheology front temperature and crit-
ical melt fraction. They vary significantly among studies and they
are sources of deviations when comparing with the Ref-A results (e.g.
Hamano et al., 2013, assumed TRF,0= 1370 K) (Lupu et al., 2014, TRF,0=
1560 K) and (Hier-Majumder et al., 2017, TRF,0= 1758 K, φC= 0.30).

However, keeping both above assumptions constant, the outgassing
in this study still represents an upper limit with respect to other stud-
ies. The reason is two-fold. Firstly, the use of one-phase adiabat (Sec-
tion 2.3.3) minimizes the amount of enclosed melt at the end of the
MO due to its high slope with respect to the melting curves. From
the mass conservation follows that the volatile outgassing into the at-
mosphere maximizes. Employing a two phase adiabat instead tends
to parallelize the slope to the melting curves and results in more en-
closed melt and lower outgassing. E.g. the Ref-A case in Lebrun et al.
(2013) outgasses 200 bar H2O compared with 220 bar (this study) via
this effect. However, usage of the Solomatov et al. (1993b) two-phase
adiabat is subject to strict assumptions (i.e. linear melting curves).

Secondly, I did not account for the Katz et al. (2003) depression of
the solidus that accompanies the mantle enrichment in water. Initially,
note that the parameterization suggested by Katz et al. (2003) mod-
ifies the surface melting temperature TRF,0 above the error margin
(20 K) for an atmospheric pressure ≥ 30 bar. Furthermore, it is only
valid for pressures up to 8 GPa, corresponding to depth of 220–250

km. Indeed, it was motivated by solid state mantle dynamics and ex-
plicitly designed to aid modeling of melt generated locally at shallow
depth (Noack et al., 2012; Tosi et al., 2017). It cannot be extrapolated
to higher pressures in the upper mantle, let alone throughout the
range of a global MO (which covers pressures from the surface down
to ∼ 135 GPa).

Nonetheless, based on the mass balance (Eq. (2.33)), I make a first
order estimation of the melting temperature reduction effect upon
increasing the water concentration in the melt. Assuming that both
the solidus and the liquidus are reduced by the same amount for
the same water content (see Katz et al. (2003), Section 2.2 therein),
the MO solidification will take place at a lower temperature. In this
respect our model provides lower bounds on the solidification time
for the same outgassed quantities (Fig. 3.9). However, estimating the
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melt fraction using a wet solidus comprises more than a linear shift
of melting curves, which would leave the MO final melt fraction un-
changed. In fact, the inversion of the saturated solidus that appears
near the surface is not necessarily matched by the saturated liquidus
non-linear shape (Makhluf et al., 2017). A wet solidus essentially
would increase the enclosed melt at the MO end. Based on our cur-
rent anhydrous parameterization our final outgassing estimations are
upper limits because the remnant melt is here minimum (Fig. 3.7). A
detailed study is required to quantify the overall effect on the solid-
ification time taking into account the surface solidus depression and
the decrease in degassing, which exert opposing tendencies on the
MO duration.

All three factors that decrease the TRF,0 (see Table 3.1), such as at-
mospheric steam pressure (1000 bar cause a decrease of 100 K (Katz
et al., 2003)), varying silicate content (decrease of TRF,0 by up to 400 K
comparing peridotite to rhyolite), and redox state of the melt, would
further delay the solidification of the MO. Significant work has been
done towards resolving melt redox evolution (e.g. Schaefer et al., 2016;
Wordsworth et al., 2018) and combining it with silicate content evo-
lution in the melt (Gaillard et al., 2015), which is a future step for a
more detailed modeling.

Dynamically, the MO termination is characterized by two main non-
linearities. One is the decelerating advance of the solidification front
from the bottom upwards that results in a shallow magma ocean of
50 km or less for ≈ 50% of the magma ocean lifetime. The other
is the abrupt end of the magma ocean stage, which is marked by a
discontinuous viscosity jump of >8 orders of magnitude across the
critical melt fraction.

The catastrophic H2O outgassing phenomenon is an additional non-
linear process. For an Earth-sized planet it ensues when the total melt
volume fraction drops below 30% (Fig. 3.6). Adopting the Katz param-
eterization for the late shallow MO stage does not prevent that degree
of solidification. This is because even if the solidus depression were to
ensure fully molten water–enriched layers, its maximum range of va-
lidity is 8 GPa. This barely covers 10% of the Earth mantle volume. It
takes a combination of solidus depression at higher pressures (not yet
experimentally confirmed) and a two-phase temperature profile such
that global melt remains higher than 30% of mantle volume, in order
to hinder the abrupt H2O outgassing (Fig. 3.6). The present model
shows that initial cooling is instead very rapid and causes the solidifi-
cation of 90% of the mantle within few thousands of years via bottom-
up crystallization (Fig. 3.1). The phenomenon could be mitigated if so-
lidification proceeded from the middle outwards, maintaining a large
part of the mantle molten in the form of a basal MO (Labrosse et al.,
2007). A detailed two-phase flow model such as Hier-Majumder et al.
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Figure 6.1: Figure from Nikolaou et al. (2019) © AAS. Reproduced with per-
mission. Cumulative plot of the sensitivity experiments for the
solidification time ts (in log10 units) using the 1D COMRAD model,
compared to the Ref-A timescale (red line). Labels are as in Table
3.1, which contains the details of each experiment 1–13. Three ad-
ditional columns are plotted with the outcome of specific settings
using the lbl atmosphere (greyscale). Parameters in each experi-
ment as in Ref-A unless otherwise specified. The “transient” MO

duration corresponds to the ts obtained for the highest accept-
able albedo above αcrit, to the limit of model resolution (lowest
cooling flux 1 W m−2), for two different surface rheology front
temperatures TRF,0. The time arrow of the “continuous” MO is ob-
tained for α ≤ αcrit and hints to effectively unbounded duration,
in the absence of atmospheric loss processes.

(2017), expanded to cover the middle point solidification, is required
to quantify this effect in detail.

Moreover, I adopt here the two atmospheric species H2O and CO2

but acknowledge the need for including additional trace species that
may alter the radiative balance and/or react with surface melt (Gail-
lard et al., 2014; Lupu et al., 2014; H. L. Zhang et al., 2017; Wordsworth
et al., 2018). In addition, processes that alter the albedo during the MO

evolution (Pluriel et al., 2019) could have an effect on the MO evolu-
tion into transient or continuous type.

It is additionally important to consider whether a planetary body
has had a long impact history or has chemically evolved increasing
its silicate content before impacts remelt it into a magma ocean (Lam-
mer et al., 2018). Such bodies could more easily maintain a secondary
continuous magma ocean. Due to their lower TRF,0 they would require
smaller steam atmospheric mass, instead of the reference 300 bar (one
Earth ocean) that is usually assumed in runaway greenhouse studies
(e.g. Lebrun et al., 2013; Massol et al., 2016; Marcq et al., 2017). On
the contrary, a chemically unevolved silicate primitive composition
that melts at high temperatures would require a massive steam atmo-
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sphere >100 bar in order to maintain a continuous magma ocean. I
conclude that past events of chemical alteration may influence the fate
of the magma ocean under the same orbital configuration. Therefore
the age of the star and of its planetary system matters. Evolution of
the mantle composition during the MO solidification (Elkins-Tanton,
2008; Schaefer et al., 2010) will be an additional factor that prolongs
the MO lifetime if it results in decreased TRF,0.

The immediate outgassing of CO2 could have an effect on the hy-
drodynamic escape process which usually is studied on the assump-
tion that CO2 is a minor gas in the atmosphere (Hamano et al., 2013;
Lupu et al., 2014; Hamano et al., 2015; Airapetian et al., 2017; Wordsworth
et al., 2018). In particular, a low mixing ratio of water in the atmo-
sphere together with abundant CO2 is known to create a cold trap
over the convective atmospheric region and to hinder the thermal
escape of the heavier and ionized oxygen atoms. Wordsworth et al.
(2013b) argue that high CO2 mixing ratio would not effectively pre-
vent the escape. In order to mitigate water loss to space, Kurokawa
et al. (2018) suggested a water ingassing process, posterior to the MO,
that could operate through early plate tectonics. It could maintain 2–3

Earth oceans bound in the interior against hydrodynamic escape and
could justify D/H ratios.

Combining the response of varying atmospheric composition, a
baseline evolution of which is provided here (Figures 3.5. 3.8), with
different scenarios of early XUV stellar radiation (Lammer et al., 2008;
Johnstone et al., 2015; Airapetian et al., 2017; Odert et al., 2018), could
help resolve the issue of atmospheric loss. In particular for the case
of Mars, H2O/CO2 degassed atmospheres were provided as input to
study the rate of atmospheric loss under hydrodynamic escape condi-
tions (Odert et al., 2018). Mars-like planetary embryos were chosen as
a likely precursor at the orbits of Venus, Earth and Mars and were ex-
posed to the EUV emission of a slowly, moderately and rapidly rotat-
ing young Sun-like star at τCAI+ 10 Myr. Different atmospheres were
obtained by varying the initial volatile abundance and magma ocean
depth. The magma ocean degassed atmospheres of 100 bar were lost
very rapidly, while the maximum possible outgassed atmosphere of
1237 bar was removed within 32–55 Myr at Venus orbit only assum-
ing very high solar EUV and fast stellar rotation (Fig. 6.2). Intermedi-
ate mass atmospheres 96–233 bar were lost within 4–17 Myr at Venus
and Earth orbits, making for a dry leftover protoplanetary body. On
the contrary, they were maintained at Mars orbit assuming a slow stel-
lar rotation. Dissociated CO2 was lost efficiently while molecular CO2

was retained. Given that CO2 outgasses early due to its low solubility,
it strengthens the case for preservation of the atmospheric mass at
conditions of intermediate solar EUV activity and inefficient photodis-
sociation. The time scales of Mars MO solidification (0.1–2 Myr) are
rapid compared to the atmospheric loss process at Mars orbit, which
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Figure 6.2: Figure by Odert et al. (2018). Reused with permission. Hydro-
dynamic escape of a Mars-size object atmosphere. Evolution of
the partial surface pressures of an escaping steam atmosphere
(207 bar H2O, 26 bar CO2) around a Mars-like planetary embryo
located at the orbits of Mars, Earth and Venus (top to bottom)
around a slow (left) and a fast rotator (right). Solid lines indicate
the results if CO2 remains in molecular form and dashed lines
assume complete dissociation into O and C. The evolution of H
in both cases is almost indistinguishable. Dotted horizontal lines
indicate the presence of three major species due to accumulation
of a former minor one which cannot be modeled with the present
approach. The typical water condensation times at the respective
orbits (Lebrun et al., 2013) are shown as shaded areas (the short
0.1 Myr interval for Mars’ orbit is almost invisible).

is one order of magnitude slower (17–60 Myr). For the case of Earth
orbit they tend to be comparable, of the order of few Myr. Taking
into account the larger gravitational pull of an Earth-size planet at
Earth orbit the hydrodynamic escape rate will be lower since it is
inversely proportional to the object’s gravitational potential. By this
argument it is suggested that the Earth MO degassed atmosphere will
be retained for longer.
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Regarding the earliest constrain of the 4.4 Ga Jack Hills zircon (Peck
et al., 2001) for the conditions on Earth, the magma ocean duration
provides with some perspective. Magma ocean’s brief projected du-
ration on Earth (maximum ∼1 Myr) is instantaneous compared to
the geological time scale of ∼100 Myr that separates the zircon dat-
ing τCAI+ 160 Myr and the lunar impact at τCAI+ 60 Myr (Barboni
et al., 2017). A magma ocean duration of 100 Myr would need more
than 100 Earth ocean masses to be justified, which is an unrealistic pa-
rameter assumption. That amount of water could have been indeed
delivered in the course of stochastic impacts that accumulate mass
onto the protoplanetary embryo that grew to Earth size. Despite not
being discarded on the basis of statistical probability, that amount
of water is unlikely to have been delivered simultaneously and can-
not be considered as an instantaneously available reservoir for Earth.
Moreover, water would have been subject to loss processes after each
impact. Earth orbit does not qualify for a continuous magma ocean
either, discarding the alternative scenario for prolonging its solidifica-
tion process. By the above argumentation, it is unlikely that a magma
ocean caused by the lunar protoplanetary impact was preserved until
the zircon’s timing.

We obtain the following alternative hypothesis regarding the zircon
precipitation: The latest stages of magma ocean produce melt that is
progressively enriched in water up to 2 orders of magnitude with
respect to the initial abundance (Fig. 3.4.A). When the rheology front
reaches the surface and the magma ocean ends, the enclosed melt
underneath the surface is rich in water. This could serve as a source
of hydrous parent melt to the precipitated zircon mineral. Additional
modeling of the solid-liquid matrix thermo-chemical evolution such
as Hier-Majumder et al. (2017) could help quantify the time scale of
this process against which to evaluate this hypothesis. The alternative
zircon explanation assumes a hydrous crust processing and requires
its recycling through plate tectonics (Mojzsis et al., 2001). There has
been yet little constrain on the onset of mantle convection as well as
of the feasibility of plate tectonics onset within 100 Myr, that make
this assumption subject to additional unknowns.

Lastly, the grey atmosphere as was implemented in this model is
an easily applicable solution for the MO simulation but it can be insen-
sitive to the intensity of insolation. This study also finds that the grey
approach is especially sensitive to the different absorption coefficient
values used for the CO2 (See Elkins-Tanton (2008) for a wide range of
k0,CO2 explored for fixed H2O/CO2 atmospheric mixtures). The use
of k0,CO2 derived from present ECS studies is unsuitable for the early
Earth climate. The lbl approach remains computationally costly, but
the pre-calculated OLR values for pure steam are a first step towards
a wider use of an atmosphere that better resolves the IR absorption.
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A concentrated overview of the factors that affect the magma ocean
duration, that were examined in this study, is seen in Figure 6.1. The
effect of water-rich atmospheres stands out both in grey and in lbl

atmospheric radiative transfer approaches. The BB simulations show
a weak dependence on the water content during a generally rapid
solidification process.

limitations-criticism

Non-linearities inherent to the circulation dynamics cannot be re-
solved with a one-dimensional representation of the coupled system.
However, I included an overview of the magma ocean’s trajectory
in the Ra, Pr space (Fig. 3.3). This will help identify the circulation
regime at different periods in the MO thermal evolution. Vigorous
convection is likely to generate non-linearities and amplify perturba-
tions in the velocity and pressure fields. Those could possibly affect
the equilibration of volatile concentration within the bulk of the MO

fluid and influence the outgassing process. Such phenomena would
disturb the lateral homogeneity assumed in the 1D models by con-
struction. Lateral variability that emerges in liquid-like fluids (e.g.:
as it is known to occur in the atmosphere) could affect the exchange
of energy and hinder mixing in specific spatial and temporal scales
because of eddy formation. I do not resolve the effect of those non-
linear processes in our 1D model, but I indicate regimes for further
scrutiny.

It is worth emphasizing that in the lbl simulations, the Tsur f ob-
tained after the end of the magma ocean phase is not informative
on the surface conditions, but merely suggestive of a fully solidified
mantle. After the end of the magma ocean stage, the model suggests
that Tsur f will be lower than Tp = TRF,0, but its exact value cannot be
resolved with the coupled lbl-interior. The reason is that for surface
temperatures lower than the water critical point (647 K), the simple
subtraction of FSun from the OLR used for the atmospheric radiative
balance (Eq. 2.41) does not apply. Below the critical point, condensa-
tion of water vapor to a surface ocean should be considered. More-
over the replacement of supercritical vapor properties with steam ta-
bles of subcritical water is required in the lbl model to treat the wa-
ter condensation. Further work is required on this aspect in order to
extend the study to the post magma ocean thermal evolution. Never-
theless, the water critical point is well below the surface solidification
front temperature, and the model range adequately covers the magma
ocean stage, which is the focus of this work.

The results presented in this study only concern a MO with a molten
surface exposed to the lower atmosphere throughout its complete du-
ration. The present study does not discuss the stage of subsurface
magma oceans, where a crust is present for part or throughout the to-
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tal magma ocean duration and thermally isolates the molten silicates
underneath. Such could have been the case for the Moon (Wood et al.,
1970). As far as MO viscosity is concerned, while I cannot study the
viscosity at high pressure, this is less relevant for the late stages of the
magma ocean. At those relatively low pressures, the documented lab
knowledge is applicable. At near surface MO conditions (P= 1–2 GPa,
T=873–1223 K) the representation is satisfactory because the viscos-
ity of melts is better constrained there. I notice that the water effect
on the viscosity is significant at low quantities where it demonstrates
an exponential dependence as follows: where exp(νXH2O) decreases
for increasing XH2O (Kono, 2018). For XH2O > 20% the effect is not
important because the water dissolves in molecular form and affects
neither the mineral structures (Stolper, 1982) nor the degree of poly-
merization (Burnham, 1975).

Likewise in the melt and in the atmospheric gas mixture chemi-
cal reactions are not included. This is evident by the use of constant
melting curves and by the solubility curves. The latter are valid for
pure H2O or CO2 species in balance with silicate melt and ignore gas-
gas interactions. As seen in Section 3.2.3, for a constant quantity of
mols the volatile partial pressures are modified by the mean molec-
ular weight of the atmosphere. The partial pressure of a gas species
is degenerate with respect to the existence of other gas species at var-
ious concentration combinations. Therefore the gas species mixing
ratio may correspond to multiple solutions, depending on the back-
ground composition. The suggestions of volumetric mixing ratio in
the atmosphere in this study are thus indicative of the limited gas
species assumed. Morever, the qualitative switch of the atmosphere
from CO2-dominated to H2O-dominated will occur at higher H2O
content than the one assumed in Ref-A setting. Evaluation of the
Dalton’s law on the Ref-A simulation products reveals a <2 factor
decrease in the grey emissivity that is not expected to affect the MO

solidification times.
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C O N C L U S I O N S

I have conducted a systematic analysis of the numerous factors and
physical processes that affect the thermal and outgassing evolution
of a global terrestrial magma ocean (Fig. 6.1). The dominant effect is
the steam atmosphere blanketing. Silicate-evolved melts have lower
melting temperature which causes linear increase in the solidifica-
tion time. Such chemical evolution is found to decrease the solidus
and it is the next most prominent factor for prolonging the transient
MO lifetime. Water-dependent viscosity can be ignored for primitive
compositions and for planets with greenhouse atmospheres, while
it should be considered for atmosphere-free planets and for silicate-
evolved melt compositions.

I emphasize that at the magma ocean end, the mantle can store be-
tween 45 and 10% of its initial H2O reservoir and only 6% of the CO2.
The massive outgassing of CO2 that precedes the catastrophic H2O
outgassing could have an effect in the early atmospheric escape. The
qualitative switch of the atmosphere from CO2-dominated to H2O-
dominated is not likely to occur for the conservative volatile reservoir
estimates of Earth but requires multiple Earth ocean water masses as
initial planetary content.

The magma ocean duration is closely tied to the degassed amount
of volatiles with greenhouse potential. For Earth, its lifetime does not
exceed 5 Myr assuming a water reservoir as large as 5 Earth’s oceans
while CO2 plays a less important role.

The calculation of the thermal emission for a pure steam atmo-
sphere (Katyal et al., 2019) shows that the MO solidification of can
be effectively halted at a suitable minimum surface pressure for a
given melting temperature at limits that differ from the constant 282

W/m2 RG limit. Under no combination of parameters is the early
Earth found to exist in a continuous magma ocean state. The en-
richment of the melt in water attains its maximum toward the latest
stages of the magma ocean and it remains enclosed and located un-
derneath the rheology front upon the magma ocean termination. The
hypothesis that this enclosed melt could serve as a suitable hydrous
parent melt of the oldest precipitating zircons at the high temperature
and low pressure conditions that characterise the findings in the Jack
Hills, requires additional modeling to be addressed. Since the final
state of the magma ocean provides a range of such conditions, this
hypothesis is worth to be further investigated.

The case of Venus could accommodate a continuous magma ocean
stage in the early history, provided that at any point in time more
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than 200 bar were found in steam form in its atmosphere. Under con-
ditions of enhanced atmospheric escape a water-rich interior could re-
plenish the lost H2O by interior degassing, and maintain the required
outgoing radiation threshold. Both delivery of water through late
bombardment and inclusion of multiple water oceans in the Venus
protoplanetary embryo are compatible with such hypothesis. A silicate-
evolved composition for Venus (close to that of rhyolite) would favor
the hypothesis that a conditionally continuous MO took place in the
past, since it further lowers the minimum requirement of atmospheric
steam mass to 100 bar surface pressure.

A water vapor dominated and magma ocean degassed atmosphere
of ∼100 – 250 bar on Mars-sized protoplanetary embryo takes 4–
17 Myr to be lost through hydrodynamic escape, subjected to vary-
ing pre-Main sequence solar rotation and activity scenarios. Molecu-
lar CO2 is not easily lost compared to the photodissociated species,
which could suggest that CO2 atmosphere is easier to preserve around
young stars with moderate rotation and EUV activity.

I find that a molten rocky exoplanet with atmosphere poor in water
is a suitable observation target to acquire information on its mantle
surface rheology front temperature. The ∼ 10, 000 W/m2 difference
in OLR for non-massive (∼4 bar) steam atmospheres between planets
with and without a magma ocean can be used as a proxy of different
melting temperatures that disentangles surface compositions. Surface
information would however be masked at higher vapor pressures (>
100 bar).

I discussed the set of permanent, conditionally continuous and
transient MO types. Those can be viewed as stages, among which
a planet can be reassigned during stellar evolution or via potential
orbital migrations. Future studies on the thermal and chemical evolu-
tion of magma oceans in the solar and extrasolar systems can benefit
from our comprehensive model analysis of the numerous factors that
influence it. In return, our model will benefit from future observa-
tions of albedo on exoplanets close to the compositional distinction
at low PH2O OLR limit and spectral properties of permanent magma
ocean planets expected from future missions such as ARIEL (Turrini
et al., 2018) and PLATO (Rauer et al., 2014) that will provide stellar
age constraints.
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